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CHAPTER I 
ASPECTS OF TBE SITUATION 
Statement of the problem.-- The problem of this paper 
is to apply the basic principles and procedures set forth in 
'!/ the text, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, and 
those set forth in the course in the Unit Method as presented 
by Dr. Roy o. Billett in the Boston Un1;versity School of Ed-
ucation to the unit organization and classroom presentation 
I of the topic, ~A Teaching Unit for Grade Six on the Indus-
11 "tries of Worcester with Implications for Voeational Guidance". 
I 
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Pup~l analysis.-- The following unit and unit assignment 
were planned for 'thirty pupils in the sixth grade of a 
Worcester elementary school which promotes to a neighboring 
junior high school. 
The pupils ranged in chronological age from ten years, 
seven months to twelve years, seven months. According to 
the Otis Quick Scoring Beta Test, Form B, pupils ranged in 
intelligence tuotient from 82 to 123. In re~ding ability 
according to the stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate 
Battery, Form D, these pupils ranged in paragraph meaning 
from grade 4.2 to grade 8.8, and in word meaning from grade 
4.1 to grade 9.3 • 
1/ Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Seconda~-School Teaching 
with Emphasis on the Unit Method~Houghton iftlin Company, 
~on, 1940. - - -
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A stu~ of the health records showed all pupils to be 
in good physical condition. 
J!=l == l 
Activities of an athletic nature occupied the leisure 
time of most of the boys and girls. Watching television was 
their primary amusement. 
Home conditions of the pupils.--
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY 
Professional and Managerial Occupations 
Clerical and Sales Occupations 
Service Occupations 
Agriculture, Fishing, Forestry, and Kindred 
Occupations 
Skilled Occupations 
Semi-skilled Occupations 
Unskilled Occupations 
NATIONALITY BACKGROUND OF THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY 
5 
3 
8 
0 
12 
2 
0 
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I 
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Pupils were from homes of moderate circumstances. In 
every case both parents were living and American•born. No 
broken homes were reported on the records. In only six 
homes were both parents employed. The school is located 
i 
in the eastern section of the city far enough from the crowd-
ed center so that most of these children enjoyed the advan-
tages of country life. 
The classroom.-- The room in which this unit was taught 
seats thirty-six pupils. The desks and chairs are station-
ary. There are two blackboards--one in the front and one 
in the rear. The room contains five large windows on the 
right-hand side and a wardrobe on the left-hand side. In 
the front of the room are: a storage cabinet, a bookcase, 
a table file, a teacher's desk, globe, and large table with 
eight chairs. There are four bulletin boards for displaying 
materials. 
Pupils were not confined to this room during the lab-
oratory period. On the same floor are two vacant rooms 
which were used for committee work. There is also a room 
set aside as a library where pupils did mnch individual 
stu~. A visual-aid room equipped with sound-projector 
and a lantern slide machine is also available. 
li 
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Equipment and supplies.--
1. Mimeograph machine 
2. Sound projector 
3. Lantern elide machine 
4. Charts of pictures showing actual scenes in the 
factories of Worcester 
5. Newspapers published in 1922 When Worcester was 
celebrating its 200th anniversary as a town. 
6. Clay for molding models 
1. Flour and salt for making maps 
8. Books 
9. Pamphlets from the Worcester factories 
10. Globe. wall maps, and outline maps 
Method used.-- Objective data on the group of thirty 
pupils were gathered. These included for each pupil: 
1. Chronological age 
2. Intelligence quotient 
3. Achievement test results 
Other information was secured by stuaying the following: 
1. Autobiographical outlines 
2. Health records 
3. Home conditions 
This material was carefully studied before the unit 
and unit assignment were planned. 
Books on the history of Worcester, pamphlets on the 
industries of Worcester, and books and pamphlets on careers 
were studied. From these sources simple declarative sen-
T 
I 
' tences were formed. These etat.ments were studied and made I 
into the general statement of the unit--the integrated, over- ! 
all learning product. 
The above references were studied again and declarative 
sentences were composed. These statements became the de-
limitation of the unit or the lesser learning products. 
Next, a list of probable and incidental learning prod-
ucts was formulated. These products are not directly taught 
but are by-products of a well-constructed unit and unit 
assignment. 
A study of literature on the unit method of teaching, 
field trips, occupational information, history of Worcester, 
and industries of Worcester was made. From these sources 
a list of materials and references to be used only by the 
teacher was compiled. 
The unit assignment or the general plan of teacher-
pupil activity was organized into introductory activities, 
core activities, optional related activities, a list of 
materials and references to be used by the pupils, and eval-
l uative material. This section is explained in detail in 
[, Chapter II. 
I 
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Evaluative material.-- A grou~ of eight teste consist-
ing of one bnndred ten items was constructed before the teach- ~ 
ing of the unit. These questions were based on the delimita-
tion of the unit. These teste were given in three seatings 
as a pre-test to learn at the outset of the teaching-learning 
cycle what each pupil already knew about the area represented 
by the unit and its delimitation. The pupils were told that 
the mark received in the pre-test would not be considered in / 
their final ratings. I 
' At the end of the unit the same series of tests was re- I 
pea ted to discover what each pupil had achieved. The results ' 
of these evaluative exercises appear in Chapter III. 
The log.-- A log of successes and failures was kept 
during the teaching-learning cycle for the purposes of re-
vising the unit assignment. Report of this log wil1 be found 
in Chapter III. 
'I 
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CHAPTER II 
A STUDY OF THE INDUSTRIES OF WORCESTER WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR 
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
General statement of the unit.-- Worcester is a oity of 
diversifiea industries. The early history and geographical 
location promoted this work. The wire, carriage, and envelope 1 
industries show how the expansion of our country in the 19th 
century helped Worcester's industrial growth. Today, there 
are 1100 industries in Worcester County. Conspicuous in its 
wide range of manufactures are: wire and wire products, abra- ' 
sives, crankshafts, looms and other fabricating machinery, 
machine tools, strip steel and steel stampings, and clocks. 
Within its over six hundred manufacturing plants, many broad 
fields of work are represented. Within these broe.d fields 
of work many different kinds of jobs may be found. For suc-
cess in any one of these jobs, certain qualifications are 
required of the worker, and certain requirements for the job 
must be met. 
Delimitation of the unit.--
1. The first settlement of Worcester was called Quinsigamond 
Village. 
2. Quineigamond Village was bought from the Indians by Daniel 
Gookin for goode worth about sixty dollars of our money 
today. 
-7-
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3. Quinaigamond Village was destroyed by the Indians on 
December 2, 1675. 
4. In 1683, a second settlement was attempted. 
5. The name of Quinsigamond Village was changed to Worcester 
in 1684. 
6. The village of Worcester was destroyed by the Indians in 
1702. 
7. The first permanent settlement of Worcester was made by 
Jonas Rice on October 21, 1'113. 
a. Worcester was incorporated as a town on June 14, 1722. 
9. Worcester was incorporated as a city on February 29, 1848. 
10. Agriculture was the leading occupation of the early 
settlers. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Many articles were made by hand in the homes of the first 
settlers. 
Worcester is now the industrial capital of New England. I 
The Blackstone River and its head waters--Tatnuck, Kettle, I 
'I 
Beaver, and Mill Brooks-- played an important part in the 
early development of manufacturing in Worcester. 
14. The geographical location of Worcester in the center of 
15. 
Massachusetts helped its industrial growth. 
A large number of Worcester inventors aided i te industrial II 
progress. 
8 
16. Saw mills and grist mills were the first industries 
established in Worcester in 1685. 
17. A map of ~795 locates five grist mills, six saw mil1s, 
and one paper mill within the limits of the town. 
18. The Blackstone Canal, finished in 1828, secured communi-
cation with the seaboard. 
19. The appearance of steam locomotive power in 1835 short-
ened the days of usefilness of the Blackstone Canal. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
In 1835 the first train arrived in the Worcester station , 
from Boston. 
In 1840 the Worcester and Norwich Railroad was oompletea. ~l 
In 1847 Providence and Worcester were connected by rail. 
Mechanics Hal1 was erected in 1857 through the contribu-
tions of the early industrialists. 
24. An industrial library is maintained in this building 
today. 
25. Worcester is the birthplace of the wire and metal stamp- 1 
ing industries. 
26. The founder of the wire industry in Worcester was Ichabo~ 
Washburn. 
27. In 1835 Ichabod Washburn manufactured wire in a small 
factory built by Stephen Salisbury on Grove Street. 
28. This developed into the present American Steel and Wire 
Company. 
29. The growth of the wire industry was helped by many 
9 
events: 
a. Samnel F.B. Morse in 1843 invented the telegraph. 
b. The manufacture of piano wire became important. 
c. Crinoline wire was needed for "hoop skirts". 
d. Millions of miles of wire were necessary for 
fencing cattle in our gre•t western plains. 
e. Alexander G. Bell invented the telephone in 18~6. 
f. In 1884 street oars began to take power from overhead 
wires charged with electricity. 
g. Thomas A. Edison invented the incandescent light. 
30. Carriage manufacturing is an old Worcester industry. 
31. As early as 1808 the firm of CUrtis and Goddard was 
making carriages. 
32. In 1822,0sgood Bradley engaged in the manufacture of 
mail coaches, chaises, gigs, and sleighs. 
33. In 183~,the firm of Tolman and Russell was formed. This 
firm manufactured first-class carriages which were in 
demand as far west as California and were sold also in 
Africa and Australia. 
34. In 1833,0agood Bradley began building railroad passenger 
cars. 
35. Two inventions brought about a revolution in railroad 
transportation: the Bessemer process of making steel 
and the invention of the air brake. 
56. In 1858, Henry Bessemer invented a process by which 
mol ten iron could be run into a furnace and in a few · 
10 
36. (continued) 
moments be converted into fine steel. 
replaced iron rails. 
3'1. In 1881, George Westinghouse invented the air brake. 
38. The Osgood Bradley Car Company prospered by all these 
inventions and is today the Pullman-Standard Company. 
39. Another great industry in Worcester today which had an 
early start is the envelope industry. 
40. Dr. Russell L. Hawes of Worcester invented the first 
successful machine for making envelopes in 1853. 
41. Within fifteen miles of Worcester were born the follow-
ing great inventors: 
Eli Whitney 
Erastus Bigelow 
Elias Howe 
Lucius Knowles 
Draper Rugglejs· 
Joel Nourse 
J.c. Mason 
Russell L. Hawes 
Thomas Blanchard 
J.C. Stoddard 
A~a Hapgood · 
Cotton Gin 
Carpet Weaving 
Machine 
Sewing Machine 
Loom 
Plow 
Envelope Machine 
Lathe 
Steam Ca.lliope 
Upper Berth 
11 
42. Worcester has a popUlation of 201,675 people. 
43. Worcester is the 48th largest city in the United States. 1 
44. Today Worcester has over 600 manufacturing establish-
menta. 
45. Capital amounting to $223,000,000 is invested in these 
factories. 
46. The normal annual production is worth $185,000,000. 
47. During World War II production rose to $400,000,000 a 
year. 
48. Industrial employment during the war rose to nearly 
54,000 people. 
49. Many factories during the war received the "Army-Navy 
E" award. 
50. Worcester is one of the world's machine tool centers. 
51. Worcester has the world's largest plant for the manu-
facture of abrasives. 
52. More than a hundred years of diversified manufacturing 
have developed in Worcester types and quality of mechan-
ical skills unsurpassed anywhere in the world. 
53. Worcester factories produce items ranging from watch 
springs to Pullman oars and from envelopes to rolling 
mille. 
54. These Worcester-made products serve the world: 
12 
54. (continued) 
Abrasives 
Airplane Parts 
Automotive :Parts 
Chains 
Clothing 
Corsets 
Clocks 
Crankshafts 
Drinking Cups 
Electronic Devices 
Envelopes 
Firearms 
Forgings 
Foundry Products 
Furniture 
Gaskets 
Grinding Equipment 
Labelling Machines 
Drugs and Chemicals Leather Belting 
Electrical Equipment Leather Goods 
Lubricants Stationery 
Machine Tools Steel and Wire 
Metal Stampings Stokers 
Paperma.king Surgical Supplies 
Machinery 
Plastics Textiles 
Plastic Machinery Textile Machinery 
Rolling Mill Tbread 
!·.~chinery 
Roller and Ice Skates Trolley and Railroad Cars 
Rugs and Carpets Turbines 
Screw Machine Prod- Wall :Paper 
ucta 
Sheet Metal Products Wrenches 
13 
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Shoe Findings 
Shoes and Slippers 
Small Tools 
Venetian Blinds and ScreenJ 
Cutting Dies 
Springs 
Sprinkler Systems 
Folding Box Dies 
Hose Supporters 
Printing-Publishing 
55. Worcester, rather than a seaboard city, is the logical 
distributing point of New England. 
56. The Worcester Airport, four miles from City Hall, pro-
vides freight, mail, and passenger services. 
57. Fifty motor truck linea provide coverage for all New 
England. 
58. Three major r~ilroads-- New York Central; New York, New 
Haven and Hartford and Boston and J!aine--provide main I ·· 
line service at Worcester. 
59. The American Steel and Wire Company is an outgrowth of 
the business established by Ichabod Washburn in 1835. 
60. The American Steel and Wire Company produces: 
Steel Rods 
Wire and Cold Rolled strips 
Springs and Wire Products 
Electrical Wires and Cables 
61. Wire making is Worcester's greatest industry. 
62. Steel constitutes over 9o% of the world's production of 
metals. 
63. We all depend on steel. Steel is man's moat useful 
servant. 
15 
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64. Steel is the most adaptable material at the command of 
man. It can be made hard enough to cut glass or as 
pliable as the steel wire i n a paper clip or the sheet 
in a sardine ean . It can be made springy as the steel 
in springs. It can be strong enough to withstand a 
pull of 500,000 pounds per square inch. It can be 
drawn into wire one-thousandth of an inch or fabricated 
into giant girders for bridges and buildings. It can be 
welded into pipe, over 12 feet in diameter or drawn into 
seamless tubing one-fiftieth of an inch in diameter for 
hypodermic needles. 
65. It can truly be said that we are living in the Age of 
steel. 
66. The Norton Company--the world's largest manufacturer of 
abrasives and abrasive products--is located in Worcester. 
67. At the Norton Company are manufactured the following: 
• 
Polishing, Blasting, and Tumbling Abrasives 
Non~slip Floors 
Ceramic Surface Plates 
Grinding Wheels 
Pulpstone a 
Abrasive Papers and Cloths 
Sharpening Stones 
Norbide Products 
Grinding and Lapping Machine 
Labeling Machines Refractories 
68. The main plant of the Norton Company at Worcester has 
grown from one small two-story building erected in 1886 
to a plant of many buildings containing over 50 acres 
of manufacturing floor space. 
69. Divisions of the Norton Company are :found in Canada, 
England, France, Germany, Italy, and Australia. 
70. Production of materials for use in the Norton Company 
provides work for thousands of Worcester employees and 
hundreds of thousands of other workers the world over. 
71. From the far corners of the earth come materials used 
at the Norton Company: 
Bauxite 
Borax 
Diamonds 
Clay 
Feldspar 
Lac 
Rubber 
Cryolite 
Rosin 
Arkansas 
o:ali fornia 
South Africa, Brazil, and 
South America 
New Jersey, Kentucky, 
Missouri, New York, Massa-
chusetts, Maryland, 
Mississippi. 
New He.mpahire and Maine 
India 
South America, Malay 
Greenland 
Southern United States 
=====~==~====~~==============~ ~~~----------
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72. Were it not for abrasives, man would be without hundreds 
of things that he accepts today as hie common right and 
privilege. 
73. "Abrasives" is the silent partner of world progress . I 
74. The Crompton and Knowles Loom Works, located in Worcester, 
manufactures looms for every woven fabric. 
75. Each loom is composed of appr oximately 1700 different 
items not counting nuts, bolts, and screws which hold 
the parte together. 
76. Most of these parte are made at Crompton and Knowles 
Loom Works. 
77. Efforts of all workers have to be coordinated so that 
all the parts will be ready to be put together at about 
the same time. 
78. The Heald Machine Company designs and builds preoision 
finishing machines. 
79. Some of the larger industries using Heald equipment are 
the manufacturers of: 
Automotive Equipment 
Airplane Engines 
Ball and Roller Bearings 
Electric Domestic Appliances 
Gears, Pumps, Compressors, Valves, Plugs 
Diesel Engines 
Motor and Generator Parte 
Machine Tools 
II 
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80. The Wyman-Gordon Company of Woroester is the largest 
manufacturer of crankshaft forgings in the world. 
81. The Wyman-Gordon Company first supplied forged parts 
to loom manufacturers. The product was soon expanded 
to include the carriage and bicycle industry and later 
the railroad industry. Then came the automobile in-
dustry. Wyman•Gordon Company specialized in crank-
shaft forgings. With the aircraft industry came the 
manufacture of aircraft forgings. 
82. Inside the M.J. Whittall Associates,Inc., the entire 
process of carpet-making is carried on. 
1 18 
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83. Fride in Whittall products is felt through the entire I! 
mills by employees who consider their work a craft which ·I 
only care and industry can maintain. li 
The envelope industry was an early industry in Worcester J 84. 
I 
Today the Logan Division, an important branch of the 
United States Envelope Company, is located in Woroester. 
The United states Envelope Company is the world's larg-
est manufacturer of envelopes. 
85. Telechron,Ino. is a young company. In the relatively 
short period of time between 1917 and 1948, it has grown il 
from a hobby-shop operation employing three people to 
1 
a great manufacturing operation occupying four plants 
in two communities and employing the services of better 1 
than three thousand people. 
19 
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86. The Pullman-Standard Company, manufacturers of buses 
and trains, is an outgrowth of a very early industry 
in Worcester. 
87. At Reed and Prince Manufacturing Company are manufactured 
all kinde of screws. 
88. School is your job at pres ent. Those qualities of 
char acter tbat bring success and happiness to you now 
in school will help you to succeed in your j ob later 
on. 
89. In terms of fnture happiness and usefulness, the choice 
of a life career is probably one of the most important 
deci sions a boy or girl ever makes. 
90. A person must wor k to satisfy his needs $nd wants. 
91. All people are dependent upon the work of other s. 
92. Great pleasure and satisfaction are derived from doing 
a job well. 
93. The community in which you live will profit by your 
good work. 
94. Your choice of work will determine the length of time 
you will remain in school. 
95. Your choice of work will determine the churae of study 
you will select. 
96. Worcester has seven colleges, four public high schools, 
two trade high schools, eight parochial high schools, 
and two junior high schools and two private schools 
where pupils are trained for their future careers. 
I . 
I 
I. 
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97. Many people drift into a job without considering the 
requirements of the work or their qualifications for 
it. 
98. The possibilities of success and happiness are not 
limited to any one occupation, for the requirements 
of certain occupations are very much alike. 
99. Every general type of work contains within it many 
separate vocations in which people of different abil-
ities may beat find themselves. 
100. There are two things which a per son must consider in 
choosing a career' 
a. A person must examine himself in the light of 
past and present experience to discover his 
interests and his points of particular strength 
or weakness. 
b. A person mus t study the occupations of the 
world to discover what conditions have to be 
met in different types of work, and what quali-
fications are required of the worker. 
101. Interests are revealed by the nature of a person' a likes1, 
and dislikes. 
102. Abilities can be discovered by observing what a person 
does well. 
103. A list of things done outside the classroom will point 
to capabilities that will help you to select a vocation. 
104. After discovering your interests and abilities, your 
selection of a career should be based upon i nformation 
regarding the world's work. 
105. It is estimated that there are over 20,000 ways of 
earning a living in the United States alone. 
106. New occupation s develop as others disappear. 
107. Specializa tion is today a marked feature of every pro-
fession. 
108. One good way of learning about ~obs is to observe 
workers at work and ask about their tasks. 
109. Another good way of learning about jobs is to read books 1 
about workers and their work. 
110. It is your privilege, as well as your responsibility, 
to make the final decision on your own career . 
List of probable and incidental learning products. --
A. Indirect 
1. Tendency to respect all work well done . 
2. Tendency to respect all workers. 
3. Tendency to do well whatever you do. 
4. Tendency to self-analysis for the purpose 
of self-improvement. 
B. Incidental 
1. Habits of courtesy, group cooperation, 
personal responsibility, and self-directed 
conduct are developed. 
21 
2. Good work-study habits are strengthened. 
3. Art of problem-solving is developed. 
List of materials and references for teacher's use only.--
UNIT (books) 
Billett, Roy o., Fundamentals of Secondar!QSchool Teaching. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19 • 
Bode, Boyd H., Modern Educational Theories. New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1927. 
Dewey, Jolm, Experience and Education. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 194~ 
Greene, Harry A., Albert N. Jorgensen and J. Raymond Gerberich 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary School. 
New York: Longmans, Green ann Company, 1942. 
Hopkins, L. Thomas, Interaction: The Democratic Process. 'I 
Boston: D.o. Heath and Company, 1941. . 
1 
Jones, Arthur, E.D. Grizzell, and Wren J. Grenatead,Principlee 
of Unit construction. New York:McGraw-Hill Book Co., II 
~4o:- . 
Maritain, Jacques, Education at the Crossroads. New Raven: I 
Yale University Press, 194!'.-
Melvin, A. Gordon, Education- A Historz. New York: The John 
Day Company, 1946. 
Miller, Harry L., Creative Learnins and Teaching. New York: 
Charles Scribners Sons, 192'7. --
,, 
,, 
Morrison, Henry c., The Practice of Teachinf. in the Secondary ii 
School (revieed)~icago: The-tJniversi yo:t:miicago 'I 
Press, 1931. 
1 
. 
Parkhurst, Helen, Edlleation on the Dalton Plan. New York: 
E.P. Dutton and Company-;-tg'2!". -
stroud, James B., Psycholof. in Education. New York:Longmans, 
Green and Company, 194 • · 
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WORCESTER (books) 
Coombs, Zelotes, Worcester and Worcester Common. Worcester: 
The Worcester Historical Society, 1945. 
Crane, Ellery B., History of Worcester County,Ma.ssachusetts. 
Volumes I, II, III. New York: Lewis Historical Publish-
ing Co., Ino., 1924. 
Cutler, Waldo, Jottings from Worcester's History. Binghamton, 
New York: Vail-Ballou-!ress, Inc., 1932. 
Farnsworth, Albert and George B. O'Flynn, The Story of 
Worcester. Worcester: The Davis Press:-Inc., 1~. 
Kinnicutt, Lincoln, Indian Names of Places in Worcester County, 
Massaobnsetts. Worcester: Tne Commonwealth Press, 1905. 1 
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.UNIT ASSIGNMENT 
Introductory activities.--
1. Since sixth grade children have had little formal 
experience in the field of occupational information, 
these introductory exercises will be used. 
a. List occupations of the pupils' fathers. 
b. List pupils' choices of future occupations. 
o. List all the workers who call at pupils' homes 
in a single day. 
d. List the workers pupils pass coming to school. 
e. List the workers who helped make 
1. a loaf of bread 
2. a house 
3. a dress 
4. a pair of trousers 
2. On bulletin board will be pictures of early Woroeste 
and pictures of people working in the industries of 
Worcester today. 
3. A pre-test will be administered. This pre-test will 1 
show the understandings pupils already have of the prob-
lem to be studied and Will serve as a measuring device 
at the conclusion of the unit study. 
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4. A sound picture, mrorcester - the Industrial Center of 
New England," will be shown to the class. The following 
outline will be used as a guide in viewing the picture. 
"Worcester-the Industrial Center of New England" 
I. Population 
A. Worcester County 
B. City of Worcester 
II. Work 
A. Number of industries 
B. Number of farms 
III. Transportation 
A. Air Lines 
1. 
2. 
B. Railroads 
1. 
2. 
3. 
c. Motor Truck Lines 
1. 
2. 
IV. Major Markets in New England 
A. 
B. 
c. 
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v. Industries 
A. 
1. Product 
2. Value 
B. 
1. Fro duct 
2. Workers 
o. 
1. Product 
2. Workers 
D. 
1. Product 
2. Size 
E. 
1. Product 
2. Workers 
VI. Farms 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
VII. Evidence of high standard of living 
A. 
B. 
o. 
D. 
-·-· --- ----
VII. (continued) 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
5. There will be a class discussion centering around the 
following questions: 
a.. How did our school get its name? 
b. Who was Jonas Rice? 
o. Where is the marker which shows where Jonas Rice 
lived? 
d. Wbat does it say on the marker? 
e. What settlers were here before Jonas Rice? 
f. What was the leading occupation of these people? 
g. How did manufacturing happen to start? 
h. What products are made in Worcester today? 
i. Name all the factories in Worcester which you 
know. 
At the conclusion of this discussion the general study 
and activity guide will be distributed to the pupils. 
' 
Core Activities.--
1. What was the first settlement of Worcester called? 
2. When was it made? By whom? How much did the Indians 
receive for the land? 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
What happened to this first settlement? 
When was the second attempt at settling Worcester made? 
When was its name changed to "Worcester"? Why? 
What was the outcome of the second attempt? 
When was the first permanent settlement of Worcester made? 
By whom? 
When was Worcester incorporated as a town? 
When was Worcester incorporated as a city? 
What was the leading occupation of the early settlers? 
How did the first settlers make the things they needed? 
Where did they make them? 
I 
I 
12. What caused the early development of industry 
What was the source of water power? 
I in Worcester? 
13. II 
d 14. Why were the people limited in what they could manufacture~ 
15. What invention helped manufacturing to grow? 
16. How did the geographical location of Worcester help the 
growth of industry? 
17. What was the first connection between Worcester and the 
seaboard? 
18. How did the building of the Blackstone Canal help indus-
try? 
I 
I 
I 
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19. How did the invention of steam locomotive power help 
industry to grow? 
20. Tell how the following men helped the industrial growth 
of Worcester. 
A. Eli Whitney 
B. Thomas Blanchard 
c. Elias Rowe 
D. Russell Hawes 
E. Erastus Bigelow 
F. Lucius Knowles 
G. Draper Ruggles 
H. Joel Nourse 
I. J.C. Mason 
J. Asa Hapgood 
21. What was the Embargo Aot? How did it affect manufactur-
ing in Worcester? 
22. What building in Worcester today was built by the early 
industrialists? Why was it built? How was it used 
then? How is it used today? 
23. What three great industries in Worcester today had a 
very early start? 
24. What invention of the nineteenth century helped the 
growth of the wire industry in Worcester? 
25. How did improvements in transportation help the growth 
of the carriage industry in Worcester? 
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26. Tell how the expansion of our country helped the envelope 
industry to grow. 
27. Make a list of all the new words you have learned in 
the first part of our study on the industries of Wor-
ceeter. 
28. Write a letter of application for work in any one of 
Worcester's early mille. 
29. What is the population of Worcester according to United 
States Census of 1950? 
30. How does Worcester compare in size with other cities 
in the United States? 
31. Approximately how many manufacturing plants a.re there 
in Worcester? 
32. What is the value of the capital invested in these fac-
tories? 
33. What is the normal annual production of these factories 
worth? 
34. During World War II what was the annual production 
worth? 
35. How many people did these plants employ during World War 
II ? 
·-36. What award did the government make to many of our fac-
tories during World War II? 
37. Where does Worcester stand in the making of tools? 
38. Wbat factory in Worcester is the largest of its kind 
in the world? 
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39. Show the diversifi~tion of Worcester's industries by 
telling two of the smallest and two of the largest 
things made here. 
40. Make a list of products manufactured in Worcester. 
41. Why is Worcester, rather than a seaboard city, the 
logical distributing point of New England? 
42. WhB..t air services does Worcester have? 
43. What railroad facilities does WorQester have? 
44. Who started the wire industry in Worcester? Why? 
45. Wbat is the name of the largest wire factory in Worces-
ter today? 
46. Name the products made by the American Steel and Wire 
Company. 
47. From the chart of pictures on the American Steel and 
Wire Company, tell five different kinde of workers you 
can see. 
48. What is the name of the world's largest manufacturer 
of abrasives? 
49. Wbat products are manufactured at the Norton Company? 
50. From the chart of pictures on the Norton Company, tell 
five different workers you can see. 
51. What factory in Worcester manufactures a loom for every 
woven fabric? 
52. How many items are needed to make a loom? 
53. From the chart of pictures on Crompton and Knowles Loom 
Works, name five workers you can see. 
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54. What products are manufactured at Heald Machine Company? 
55. What large i~dustries use equipment made at Heald 
Machine Company? 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
1 61. 
What is the meaning of "precision"? 
From the chart of pictures on the Heald Machine Company, 
tell five different workers you can see. 
What is a forging? 
Who makes forgings in Worcester? 
Name five workers you can see in the pictures of the 
Wyman-Gordon Company. 
What product is manufactured at the M.J. Whittall Com-
pany? 
62. Tell the steps in the manufacture of a rug. 
63. What are the products of the Reed and Prince Manufactur-
ing Company? 
64. From the chart of pictures on the Reed and Prince Manu-
facturing Company, tell five workers you can see. 
65. The carriage industry is an old one in Worcester. What 
company in Worcester today is an outgrowth of the early 
industry? 
66. J!lrom the chart of pictures on the Pullman-Standard Com-
pany, tell five different workers ,you can see. 
67. The envelope industry is also an old one in Worcester. 
What company today manufactures envelopes? 
68. What other products are manufactured at the United 
States Envelope Company? 
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69. From the chart of pictures on the United States Envelope 1 
Company, tell five different kinds of workers you can 
see. 
70. What is a comparatively new industry in Worcester today? 
71. Tell five different kinds of workers you can see in 
the chart of pictures on Telechron, Inc. 
72. What qualities of character are needed for success in 
school? 
73. List five reasons why a person must work. 
74. Explain the meaning of this statement: "There is great 
satisfaction in doing a job well." 
75. List five jobs which interest you. Tell how you are 
dependent upon the work of the people who perform these 
jobs. 
76. In the list of jobs which interest you, tell how long 
you would have to remain in school to prepare yourself 
for each of these choices. What courses of study in 
school would prepare you for these jobs? 
77. Make an Occupations Notebook. In it place pictures of 
jobs which interest you. 
78. Tell how each of these school subjects will help you 
to do well the job you will hold some day,--English, 
Arithmetic, Reading, Spelling, Penmanship, History, 
Geography. 
----.---~=--·-~=··========~ ====-====.~----
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79. In what ways does the-right-job-for-you help you to be 
happy? 
80. l~ke a list of the school subjects you like the most. 
81. Make a list of the school subjects you do not like. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
Wbat things in school do you do well? 
What things outside of school do you do 
What things in school do you do poorly? 
What things outside of school do you do 
What subjects would you like to take in 
senior high? Why? 
well? 
poorly? 
junior high? 
8?. What subjects do you hope you will not have to take 
in junior high? In senior high? Wby? 
88. How many ways of making a living are there in the 
United States alone? 
89. What occupations have disappeared in the last fifty 
years? 
90. What occupations have developed in the last ten years? 
91. Whst is an apprentice? 
92. What is a scholarship? 
93. What is specialization? 
94. What is piece work? 
95. Make a list o~ ~amous men whose careers have developed 
from hobbies or leisure-time interests in youth. 
96. List vocations which require skill in your ~avorite 
school subject. 
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97. Consult the want-ad section of the local newspaper. 
Cut out three in which you are interested. 
98. List all the educational institutions in Worcester 
which train boys and girls for future careers. 
Junior High Senior High Colleges 
99. In what ways can you learn about jobs? 
100. Why is choosing a career a most important decision 
for a boy or girl to make? 
101. Using the chart at the end of the Study and Activity 
Guide, examine yourself carefully and honestly. In-
clude this chart in your Occupations Notebook. How 
do your answers to this chart show how well you are 
preparing yourself for your life's work? 
General study and activity guide.--
1. What was the first settlement of Worcester called? 
2. When was it made? By whom? How much did the Indians 
receive for the land? 
3. What happened to this first settlement? 
4. When was the second attempt at settling Worcester? 
5. When was its name changed to mworcester" ? Why? 
6. What was the outcome of the second attempt? 
7. When was the first permanent settlement of Worcester 
made? By whom? 
a. When was Worcester incorporated as a town? 
9. When was Worcester incorporated as a city? 
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10. 
11. 
What was the leading occupation of the early settlers?~ 
How did the ~irst settlers make the things they needed? 
Where did they make them? 
12. What caused the early development o~ industry in 
Worcester? 
13. What was the source o~ water power? 
14. Why were the people limited in what they could manufac-
ture? 
15. What invention helped manu~acturing to grow? 
16. How did the geographical location of Worcester help 
the growth of industry? 
17. Wbat was the ~irst connection between Worcester and 
the seaboard? 
18. How did the building of the Blackstone Canal help indus-
try? 
19. Row did the invention of steam locomotive power help 
industry to grow? 
20. Tell how the following men helped the industrial growth 
of Worcester: 
A. Eli Whitney 
B. Thomas Blancb&.rd 
c. Elias Rowe 
D. Russell Hawes 
E. Erastus Bigelow 
F. Lucius Knowles 
G. Draper Ruggles 
-~---~---- ---
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H. Joel Nourse 
I. J.c. Mason 
J. Asa Hapgood 
21. What was the Embargo Act? How did it affect manufactur-
ing in Worcester? 
22. What building in Worcester today was built by the early 
industrialists? Why was it built? How was it used 
then? How is it used today? 
23. What three great industries in Worcester today had a 
very early start? 
24. · What inventions of the nineteent.h century helped the 
growth of the wire industry in Worcester? 
25. Row did improvements in transportation help the growth 
of the carriage industry in Worcester? 
26. Tell how the expansion of our country helped the en-
velope industry to grow. 
27. Make a list of all the new words you have learned in 
the first part of our stuay on the industries of 
Worcester. 
28. Write a letter of application for work in any one of 
Worcester's early mills. 
29. What is the population of Worcester according to United 
States Census of 1950? 
30. How does Worcester compare in size with other cities 
in the United States? 
31. Approximately how many manufacturing plants are there 
in Worcester? 
32. What is the value of the capital invested in these fac-
tories? 
33. Wbat is the normal annual production of these factories 
worth? 
34. During World War II, what was the ailDUS.l. production 
worth? 
35. How many people did these plants employ during World 
War II? 
36. Wbat award did the government make to many of our fac-
tories during World War II? 
37. Where does Worcester stand in the making of tools? 
38. What factory in Worcester is the largest of its kind 
in the world? 
39. Show the diversification of Worcester's industries by 
telling two of the smallest and two of the largest 
things made here. 
40. Make a list of products manufactured in Worcester. 
41. Wby is Worcester, rather than a seaboard city, the 
logical distributing point of New England? 
42. What air services does Worcester have? 
43. What railroad facilities does Worcester have? 
44. Who started the wire industry in Worcester? Wby? 
45. What is the name of the largest wire factory in 
Worcester today? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J! 
I 
I 
ll 
'I 
I. 
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46. Name the products made by the American Steel and Wire 
Company. 
47. From the chart of pictures on the American Steel and 
Wire Company, tell five different kinds of workers you 
can see. 
48. What is the name of the world's largest manufacturer of 
abrasives? 
49. Wbat products are manufactured at the Norton Company? 
50. From the chart of pictures on the Norton Company, tell 
five different workers you can see. 
51. What factory in Worcester manufaotures a loom for 
every woven fabric? 
52. How many items are needed to make a loom? 
53. From the chart of pictures on Crompton and Knowles Loom 
Works, name five workers you can see. 
54. What products are manufactured at Heald Mechine Company? Jl 
55. What large industries use equipment made at Heald 
Machine Company? 
56. 
57. 
Wbat is the meaning of "precision" ? 
From the chart of pictures on the Heald Machine Company, 
tell five different workers you can see. 
58. What is $. forging? 
59. Who makes forgings in Worcester? 
60. Name five workers you can see in the pictures of the 
Wyman-Gordon Company. 
i 
61. What product is manufactured at the M.J. Whittall Com-
pany? 
62. Tell the steps in the manufacture of a rug. 
63. What are the products of the Reed and Prince Manufactur-
ing Company? 
64. From the chart of pictures on the Reed and Prince ~nu­
facturing Company tell five workers you can see. 
65. The carriage industry is an old one in Worcester. 
What company in Worcester today is an outgrowth of the 
early industry? 
66. From the chart of pictures on the Pullman-Standard 
Company, tell five different workers you can see. 
67. The envelope industry is also an old one in Worcester. 
What company today manufactures envelopes? 
68. What other products are manufactured at the United States 
Envelope Company? 
69. From the chart of pictures on the United States Envelope 1 
Company, tell five different kinde of workers you can 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
see. 
What is a comparatively new industry in Worcester today? : 
Tell five different kinde of workers you can see in 
the chart of pictures on ~elechron, Inc. 
What qualities of character are needed for success in 
school? 
List five reasons why a person must work. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
'74. 'E':lqllain the meaning of this statement: "~here is great 
satisfaction in doing a job well." 
'76. List five jobs which interest you. Tell how you are 
dependent upon the work of the people who perform 
these jobs. 
'76. In the list of jobs which interest you, tell how long 
you would have to remain in school to prepare yourself 
for each of these choices. What courses of study in 
school would prepare you for these jobs? 
'7'7. Make an Occupations Notebook. In it place pictures 
of jobs which interest you. 
'78. Tell how each of these school subjects will help ·you 
to do well the job you will hold some ruay,--English, 
Arithmetic, Reading, Spelling, Penmanship, History, 
Geograpby. 
'79. In what ways does the-right-job-for-you help you to be 
happy? 
80. Make a list of the school subjects you like the most. 
81. Make a list of the school subjects you do not like. 
82. What things in school do you do well? 
83. What things outside of school do you do well? 
84. What things in schoo1 do you do p~or1y? 
85. What things outside of school do you do poorly? 
86. What subjects would you like to take in junior high? 
in senior high? 
II 
II 
l 
87. What subjects do you hope you will not have to take 
in junior high? in senior high? Why? 
88. How many ways of making a living are there in the 
United States alone? 
89. What occupations have disappeared in the last fifty 
years? 
90. What occupations have developed in the last ten years? 
91. What is an apprentice? 
92. .What is a scholarship? 
93. What is specialization? 
94. Wbat is piecework? 
95. Make a list of famous men whose careers have developed 
from hobbies or leisure-time interests in youth. 
96. List vocations which require skill in your favorite 
school subject. 
97. Consult the want-ad section of the local newspaper. 
Cut out three in which you are interested. 
98. List all the educational institutions in Worcester 
which train boys and girls for future careers. 
Junior High Senior High Colleges 
99. In what ways can you learn about jobs? 
100. Why is choosing a career a most important decision for 
a boy or girl to make? 
101. Using the cbart at the end of the Stu~ and Activity 
Guide, examine yourself carefully and honestly. Include 1 
this chart in your Occupations Notebook. How do your 
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answers to this chart show how well you are 
self for your life's work? 
HOW DO YOU RATE? 
I 
preparing your~~ 
Tall Average Short 
1. Obedience ................... . 
2. Honesty . ..................... . 
3. Cooperation ••.•..•••••••. · •••• 
4. Kindness . ................... . . 
5. Self-control ••••.•••••••.•••• 
6. Initiative ••.•....••..•...••• 
) 
7. Thinking . ................. · .. ~ 
I 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Determination •.••••••...••••• t 
Justioe . .............. · .. · .. • 
Interest and attention ••••••• 
! 
.Am.b i ti on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..: 
School spirit •••••••....••••• 
Loyalty' . ............ · ..... · . · 
Leadership ••••••.••.••••••••• 
1 
I 
:. 
I I 
Optional related activities.--
1. Oral reports 
a. Make a report on "Worcester Firsts". 
b. Tell the story of the building of the Blackstone 
Canal. 
c. Tell the story of the beginning of railroad trans-
portation in Worcester. 
r 
IJ 
I· 
II 
:I 
I 
d. Tell the story of the first mill built in Worcester. 1 
2. Written reports 
a. Write a story telling how abrasives are useful to 
man. 
b. Write a story telling how man first learned to 
weave fabrics. 
c. Write a report on Oriental Ruga. 
d. Write a report on how modern tools grew out of 
primitive devices. 
e. Write a story on the Age of Steel. 
f. Write a story on timepieces. 
3. Maps 1 -
a. Make a map of early Worcester showing the Blackstone j 
River, Tatnuck, Kettle, Beaver, and Mill Brooks. 11 
b. Make a. map of Worcester showing the course of the 
Blackstone Canal. 
c. Make a time line showing the inventions in America 
that helped industry to grow in Worcester. 
d. On an outline map of the world mark the places 
that produce materials used at Worton Company. ]I 
e. On a map of Worcester, locate the ten factories 
we studied. 
4. Models, Exhibits, and Charts 
a. Make a model of the first boat to sail the Black-
stone Canal. 
b. Make a model of the first train that came to 
Worcester. 
c. Make an exhibit of articles manufactured in Worces-
ter. 
d. Make a chart showing how important steel is in our 
lives today. 
e. Make a chart showing how useful wire is in our 
lives today. 
5. Poetry 
a. Locate poems about workers or work. 
"I Hear America Singing" 
"The Builders" 
b. Write an original poem about work or workers. 
6. Music 
a. Find songs about workers or work. 
b. Set your original poem about work to a song you 
know or compose a melody for it. 
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7. Art 
a. Draw the seal of the city. 
b. Draw an original design for a rug. 
c. Draw an original textile design. 
d. Draw a design for a trade magazine cover. 
e. Draw pictures illustrating any phase of our study. 
These optional related activities will be listed on a 
chart on the bulletin board. Detailed instructions for each 
activity will be written on index cards and filed in a box 
where pupil selection can be easily made. Pupils will be 
directed to consult the teacher for instructions before be-
ginning any of these topics. 
Reference Books for Optional Related Activities 
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia 
Booklets and pictures from Worcester's ten leading 
factories 
Grade reading books 
Supplementary reading books 
Library books 
1. Oral reports 
a. Make a report on "Worcester Firsts". 
-- -- =---~---=::- --
Worcester supplies more grinders to the industries 
of the world than any other city. 
Worcester envelopes carry the correspondence of 
the world. 
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Worcester's fine machine tools a.re known from coast 
to coast. 
The world's machinery is put together with Worcester-
made wrenches. 
The annual Worcester Music Fe-stival is knoWn through-
out the world. 
The first music from types in this country was 
printed in Worcester. 
The first English dictionary in this country was 
printed in Worcester. 
There are over ninety items on "Some of the Things 
Worcester Does" in the reference book, Worcester, 
City of Prosperity by Donald Tulloch from which you 
ma.y obtain additional information on "Worcester · 
Firsts". 
b. Tell the story of the building of the Blackstone 
Canal. You ma.y follow this outline. 
- ------!'"======.,-~~= 
1. Facts concerning canal 
A. Route of canal 
B. Length of canal 
c. Cost of canal 
D. Length of time it took to build canal 
E. Number of locks 
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II. Opening ceremonies 
A. Date of opening 
B. Name of first boat 
c. Cargo carried 
D. Opening exercises 
III. Why canal was discontinued 
A. Length of time canal was used 
B. Frequent troubles in operation 
c. Why it was finally discontinued 
c. Tell the story of the beginning of railroad trans-
portation in Worcester. 
The following outline will be helpful. 
I. Land transportation previous to the 
coming of railroads 
A. Type of transportation used 
B. Stagecoach lines 
c. Purpose of this transportation 
D. ~osition in society of the 
stagecoach driver 
II. Introduction of railroads 
A. Why people were slow to accept 
railroad transportation 
B. Original power for running the 
rai Jl"Oiu!a 
c. Second type of power 
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III. Opening Day celebration 
A. Name of line 
B. Date of opening 
c. Description of train 
D. Location of depot 
E. Festivities at opening 
IV. Further progress 
A. Worcester-Springfield Railroad 
B. Worcester-Norwich Railroad 
c. WorcesterwFrovidence Railroad 
d. Tell the story of the first mill built in Worcester 
I. Worcester's first mill 
A. Why it was built 
B. Where 
c. When 
D. By whom 
II. Value of first mill 
A. Kind of mill 
B. Power used 
c. Usee of product 
III. Workers 
A. Number of workers 
B. Kind of workers 
2. Written reports 
a. Write a story telling how abrasives are useful to 
man. This story may be written in letter form. · 
-- --==~--=-- =========================================l--r 
5o 
I L __ 
Write a letter to a ten-year-old boy or girl 
(imaginary or real) in Worcester, England. 
In the introduction of the letter you might 
tell your friend that the largest abrasive factory 
in the world is located in your city. 
In the second paragraph you might tell (1) what 
"abrasives" are and (2) the needs of early man for 
abrasives when he shaped and fasbioned crude tools 
and weapons from stone. 
In the third paragraph you might tell the ma-
terials from which abrasives are made and the places 
in the world where they are found. 
Bauxite 
Diamonds 
Lac 
Cryolite 
Rosin 
Feldspar 
United States, (Arkansas) 
Snrinam,Dutch Guiana 
South America. 
Kimberly, So. Africa 
India 
Greenland 
United States (Georgia) 
United States (New 
Hampshire) 
In the conclusion of your letter you could 
state that without "abrasives" man would be today 
without hundreds of things that he accepts as his 
common right and privilege. In other words-- · 
"•Abrasives' is the silent partner of world progress. 
b'"'"'t .. t Un~·.' .. _, ""~ 
-~:~. : ·~J;_;; ()~ ~·~l~t: ._;.::i~~\,;. 
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b. Write a story telling how man first learned to 
weave fabrics. 
From your readings make a summary which will 
contain the following information: 
Main Idea 
The weaving of fabrics has been one of man's 
most important occupations. 
Important Facts 
The raw materials used in weaving. 
The ,finished products Which were made. 
The methods which were used. 
The way in which weaving changed from hand 
work to machine work. 
Conclusion 
A comparison between early fabrics and fabric 
of today. 
c. Write a report on Oriental Rugs. 
Your report shoul·d &l'I!swer the following ques-
tions: 
How does weaving show the history of early 
peoples? 
Where did the art of rug and carpet weav-
ing originate? 
Describe the loom of the ancient weaver. 
What did the rugs of the Orient express? 
Where did the weavers get their wool,yarns, 
and dyes? 
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Where did they get their beautiful designs? 
What place in the life of the people did 
the weaver hold? 
How did the knowledge of these treasures 
reach the world? 
Where might you see Oriental rugs today? 
How is the value of an Oriental rug de-
termined? 
How are Oriental rugs classified? 
Why have men copied Oriental rugs and made 
the copies available to all people? 
Find the poem "The Tapestry Weaver". In-
clude it with your report. 
d. Write a report on how modern tools grew out of prim-
itive devices. 
Man's great advance in civilization has been in 
tbree big steps: 
1. when he learned to use fire and tools, 
2. when he raised crops, 
3. when he entered upon the machine age. 
In your report show how man's primitive devices 
changed into more efficient tools as he advance 
in these steps. Show how man advanced from rocks 
and sticks to the use of crude flint knives, 
hatchets, hammers, files, tongs, hose and from 
these to the manufacture of riveters, drop 
forges, grinders, lathes, etc. 
e. Write a stor.y on the Age of steel. 
There is so much material on this subject that 
an outline of your study will be a good way to 
show how you are able to organise your story. 
Part of the following outline is filled in; 
the rest may be filled in from your reading 
and stut17. 
The Age of Steel 
I. The Making of Steel 
A. Ingredients 
1. Iron ore 
2. Scrap iron 
3. Coke 
4. Limestone 
5. Alloys 
B. How manufactured 
1. Open hearth furnace 
2. Bessemer process 
3. Electric furnace process 
II. First Products 
A. "Ptgs" 
B. Ingot Molds 
1. 
2. 
3. L 
jf 
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c. "Blooms" (rolled ingots) 
D. Slabs 
2. 
3. 
E. Bars 
2. 
III. Final Products 
A. Farm 
1. 
2. 
3. 
etc. 
B. Industry 
2. 
3. 
etc. 
c. Construction 
1. 
2. 
3. 
etc. 
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D. Home 
1. 
2. 
3. 
etc. 
IV. Workers in steel industry 
A. 
1. 
2. 
B. 
1. 
2. 
c. 
2. 
f. Write a story on timepieces. 
Write this report in the form of a radio script. 
Setting Fa.ther Time's Workshop 
Characters 
Father Time 
Hour Glass 
Sun Dial 
Water Clock 
Mechanical Clocks 
CUckoo Grandfather etc • . 
~~~--~~~================~~===========================~========== 
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Electric Clocks 
Plot or Storz 
Here are three. Use any one of them or write 
one of your own. 
1. At the close of the year Father Time 
takes the New Year through hie workshop. 
He questions each worker and each tells 
hie place in the adventure of the March 
of Time. 
2. A small boy is taken on a tour of inter-
eating work places. As he reaches the 
Workshop of Father Time a lively dis-
cussion is going on among the workers. 
The boy is invi~ed to be the judge of 
the merits of the different participants. 
3. A little girl is fascinated by the beau-
tiful Grandfather 'Clock in her own grand.-
parents' home. One day as she is look-
ing at it she falls asleep. In her 
dreams she is taken by the Grandfather 
Clock on a trip back into Time where 
she meets all his friends and learns 
their stories. 
~=======o-=-===---c------- -· 
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3. Maps 
a. Make a map of Worcester shoWing the Blackstone River 
~atnuck, Kettle, Beaver and Mill Brooks. 
1. Use a printed map of Worcester which 
you may obtain from the map file. 
2. On the back bulletin board is a large 
map of Worcester from the Worcester 
Water Department Which you may use 
for reference. 
3. Other references are maps in The Storz 
of Worcester by Farnsworth and O'Flynn. 
4. Using the regular geographical color 
for water (blue), show the different 
water ways. Letter each one with care-
ful printing or number each one and 
supply a key for the numbers in the 
lower right hand corner of the map. 
b. Make a map of Worcester showing the course of the 
Blackstone Canal. 
1. Use a printed map of Worcester which 
you may obtain from the file. 
2. On the back bulletin board is an old 
newspaper showing the route of the 
Blackstone Canal. 
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3. Using the geographical symbol for a 
canal (blue and white blocks) trace and I 
letter the course of the Ganal. ========*=~-=-==-~~~=-======================================~-=~=-=-=-~--=======4=,- ======~ 
4. Letter in also the terminal cities and 
the places in between. 
5. If you wish to make this a pictorial 
map, draw a. picture of the Lady Carring-
ton on her trip through the canal, the 
horses along the banks, people on shore 
waving her along, and the cotmtryeide 
along the route. 
c. Make a time line showing the inventions that helped 
industry to grow in Worcester. 
1. Use a piece of t" graph paper which you 
may obtain from the paper closet. 
2. Draw a horizontal line nine inches long 
with marks at the beginning for 1800 
3 inehe~ over for 1850 
6 inches over for 1900 
9 inches over for 1950 
3. Note in the proper places the inventione 
of 
(a) the telegraph 
(b) the telephone 
(e) the incandescent 11ght 
(d) the Atlantic cable 
(e) the Bessemer process of steel 
making 
(f) the air brake 
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Find as many more inventions of this 
period as you can. 
4. If you wish you may make a vertical 
time line. In addition to marking off 
the time of the inventions, you may 
wish to paste appropriate pictures at 
the places or put in original drawings. 
d. On an outline map of the world mark the places that 
produce materials used at Norton Company. 
1. Use a.n outline map of the world which 
you may obtain from the map file. 
2. The outline map in the Norton Company 
booklet is your best source of informa-
tion. 
3. Letter in the continents carefully. 
4. You may represent the natural sources 
of materials by the geographical sym-
bols for the minerals or by drawing in 
appropriate pictures. 
6. On your map trace the routes by which 
the raw materials reach Worcester. 
e. On a map of Worcester locate the ten factories stud-
ied. 
1. Use an outline map of Worcester from 
the map file. 
2. Your sources for information are: 
{a). the large street map on the back 
bulletin board. 
{b). the maps in the booklet from the 
ten factories. 
3. Use symbols {circles, squares,etc.), 
numbers, drawings, pictures to locate 
the factories. Be sure to include a 
key for your map in the lower right-
hand corner. 
4. Models, Exhibits, Charts 
a. Make a model of the first boat to sail the Black-
stone Canal. 
1. From pictures in the reference books on 
Worcester in the room, make a drawing 
of the Lady Carrington. 
2. From this drawing make a cardboard 
model of the boat. 
3. Try modelling a copy from clay or from 
soap. 
b. Make a model of the first train that came to 
Worceat~r. 
1. ~rom pictures in the reference books on 
Worcester in the room, make a drawing 
of the train. 
2. From this drawing make a cardboard 
model of the train. 
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3. Try modelling a copy from clay or from 
aoap. 
c. Make an exhibit of articles made in Worcester. 
1. Get as many samples of things made in 
Worcester as you oan. 
2. Arrange them neatly on cardboard and 
fasten them with clips, staples, scotch 
tape, etc. 
3. Letter each product and the name of 
the plant which manufactures it. 
a. Make a chart showing how important steel is in 
our lives today. 
1. Collect pictures showing the uses of 
steel in homes. 
2. 
3. 
Arrange the pictures attractively and 
paste them to a large piece of card-
board (which you may obtain from the 
paper closet). 
Make a similar chart to show the uses 
of steel on the farm, in industry, in 
construction, etc. 
4. "Steel has been called the master tool 
of civilization." Show that this state-
ment is true by collecting pictures of 
the growth of the uses of steel from 
early times to the present. Arrange 
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e. Make a chart showing how useful wire is in our J 
lives today. 
1
j 
1. Collect as many small items made of I 
wire as you can-"r~irpins, paper clips, 
picture Wi.re, etc. 
2. Fasten them With staples to a large 
piece of car dboard. 
3. Collect pictures which show the uses 
of wire in our everyday world--bridges, 
telephones, automobiles, etc. 
4. Draw a circle in the center of a piece 
of cardboard to represent the world. 
5. Arrange the pictures around the circle 
in an interesting way. 
5. Poetry 
6. 
a. From your own reading books, from the extra reading 
books in the bookcase, from library books, from 
books at home, locate poems about workers or work. 
"I Hear America Singing" 
"The Builders" 
b. Write an original poem about work or workers. 
Music 
a. Find songs about workers or work in· your own music 
book or in music books you mai have at home. 
b. Set your original poem to some tune you know, or 
======~=========-=-==-~~~-=====--=-==-======-=-=~=-============~=-=--===-==~---,·==-~-
compose a melody for it. 
v. Art 
a. From the pictures in !!! Story of Worcester by 
Farnsworth and O'Flynn, draw and color the seal 
of the City of Worcester. 
b. Draw an original rug design. Look up the signifi-
cance of the colors used in Oriental rugs. 
c. Draw an all-over design which would be appropriate 
for a fabric for dress goods. 
d. Using a picture of some tool as a motif, draw an 
all-over design suitable for the cover of a trade 
booklet. 
e. Draw pictures illustrating any phase of our study. 
1. The Opening of the Blackstone Canal. 
2. Quinsigamond Village 
3. A Modern steel Mill 
4. An Open Pit Kine 
5. Early Worcester 
6. A Modern Bridge 
1. Men Going to Work 
a. An Early Loom 
9. An Old-Time carriage 
10. An Old-fashioned Dress 
f. Plan With some members of the class a mural showing 
any phase of our stu~. 
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PAMPHLETS FROM THE INDUSTRIAL PLANTS OF WORCESTER 
Ameriean Steel and Wire Company 
1. Wireco Life 
2. Steel Making in Ameriea 
Crompton and Knowles Loom Works 
1. Unfolding to You--The World's Longest Line of Looms 
2. C-Looms-for Weaving Fancy Cottons, Rayons, and Blends 
3. W-3 Loom-for Weaving Fancy Woolens, Worsted and 
Blended Fabrics 
4. S-6 Loom-for Weaving Silks, Rayons, and Combinations 
Heald Machine Company 
1. Bore~Matic Versatility 
2. Heald Craftsman 
3. Borizing-Precision Finishing with Single Point Tools 
4. Internal Centerless Grinding 
5. Heald Herald 
6. Heald-Preeision Finishing Machines 
7. Surface Grinding 
a. Automotive Parts Ground on Heald Grinding Maehines 
Logan Division of the United States Envelope Company 
The Envelope-Its Origin, Development, and Manufacture 
Graton and Knight Company 
1. Heritage in Hides 
2. The Romanee of Leather l 3. Modern Leather Belting 
===--~,--==- =-===- ==-= -- --==-=-=-=--~-. 
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4. Leather Belting 
5. Textile Leathers 
6. Industrial Leather Products 
M.J. Wbittall Associates, Inc. 
1. Whittall 
2. The Romance and Traditions of the Far East as Told 
by Whittall Anglo-Persian Rugs 
3. Proper Care of Quality Rugs and Carpets 
-.: . 
Norton Company 
1. A Handbook on Abrasives and Grinding Wheels 
2. From the Far Corners of the Earth 
3. Abrasives--Their History and Development 
4. In and Out of Worcester 
5. Internal Grinding 
6. Grits and Grinds 
7. A Primer on Grinding Wheel Safety 
8. Here's What Norton Makes 
Reed-Prentice Corporation 
1. The Reed-Prentice Corporation 
2. Plastics-The Story of an Industry 
3. Outstanding Molding Achievements on Reed-Prentice 
Plastic Injection Molding Machines 
4. Reed-Prentice Products 
Reed and Prince Manufacturing Company 
Catalogue 
-L ____ -l -
I 
I ' 
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Telechron 
1. A Hearty Welcome 
2. Tel echron Electric Cloaks 
3. Synahro-1'1' ews 
4. Synchronize-A Significant Milestone- Our Thirtieth 
Anniversary 
Worcester Ohamber of Commerce 
1. Directory of Worcester Manufacturers 
2. Four Pamphl~ts on Worcester, Massachusetts 
Worcester Pressed Steel 
1. Art in Steel 
2. The Industrial Museum 
3. The Technique of Design for Pressed Steel 
Uonstruction 
4. Vocations, Skills, and Brains 
An Argument for Industrial Education 
Worcester Telegram and The Evening Gazette 
The Story of the Worcester Telegram and the Evening 
Gazette 
Wyman-Gordon Company 
Wyman-Gordon 
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EVALUATIVE MATERIAL 
TEST 
I 
Mark the number on the line which best fits the follow-
ing dates and terms. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Daniel Gookin 6. 1673 
Quinaigamond Village 7. June 14, 1722 
Agriculture a. Jonas Rioe 
1683 9. February 29, 1848 
Worcester 10. October 21, 1713 
The name of the first settlement. 
The date of the first permanent settlement. 
The ohief occupation of the early settlers. 
The time of the first attempted settlement. 
The first permanent settler. 
The man who purchased the land from the Indians. 
The date on which Worcester beoame a city. 
The time of the second attempt at settlement. 
The date on which Worcester became a town. 
A town in England on the Severn River. 
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TEST 
II 
Read each statement carefully. If you think the state-
ment is true, make a.n X in the colunm marked "True". If you 
think the statement is false, make an X in the column marked 
"Palse". 
!rue l!'al se 
1. Worcester's geographical location was an 
aid to its industrial growth. 
2. Some manufacturing was begun here before 
1800. 
3. The first railroad in Worcester connected 
the town with Providence. 
4.. The manufacture of grinding machines is 
Worcester's greatest industry. 
5. In the early part of the nineteenth century, 
Worcester-made carriages were sent to places 
as far away as Africa and Australia. 
6. The envelope industry has been recently 
established in Worcester. 
7. Boston and Worcester were connected by 
rail in 1835. 
8. In the very beginning the wire industry 
grew quickly. 
9. Many inventions of the nineteenth century 
helped Worcester to grow industrially. 
10. Worcester's water power was insufficient 
for large industrial plants. 
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TEST 
III 
Match these two columns by placing in the right-hand 
column the number of the item in the left-hand column which 
beet fits it. 
1. Industrial center of 
New Engl~nd. 
2. Head waters of the 
Blackstone River. 
3. Inventors 
4. saw mills and grist 
mille 
5. Blackstone Canal 
6. Railroads 
7. Bessemer steel process 
Air Brakes 
- ---=-===--=---c 
Worcester's first connect-
--- ing link with the sea-
coast 
____ Feople who aided the in-
dustrial progress of 
Worcester 
---
Lake Quinsigamond 
---
City of Worcester 
_____ Inventions which completel 
changed the railroad 
transportation of Worces-
ter 
Tatnuck, Kettle, Beaver, 
----- Mill Brooks 
A development which 
----- shortened the use of the 
Blackstone Canal 
Worcester's first 
--- "factories" 
__ Fi ttsburg 
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TEST 
IV 
In the following grouping, six items are related to 
the growth of the wire industry, three items to the growth 
of the railroads, and six items to other industries of 
Worcester. Place the items in the correct column below. 
Bessemer steel process 
incandescent lights 
steel rails 
rugs 
pianos 
WIRE INDUSTRY 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 • 
.=----=c---===i!=-=1-'-==~ --
1 
paper 
hoop skirts 
leather 
carpet looms 
suspension 
bridges 
RAILROADS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
textiles 
telephones 
air brakes 
shoes 
street car 
cables 
OTHER INDUSTRIES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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TEST 
v 
In the following exercise underline the item which makee 
the statement correct. Place the letter of the correct item 
in the right-hand column. 
1. According to the 1950 oensus the :population of 
Worcester is about 
(a) 250,000 (b) 225,000 (c) 200,000 (d) 175,000 
2. Among the large cities of the U.s., Worcester's rank 
is about 
(a) 40 (b) 90 (c) 100 (d) 50 
3. The number of manufacturing establisbments in 
Worcester is about (a) 60 (b) 600 (c) 6000 (d) 6600 
4. Money invested in the factories of Worcester 
amounts to about 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(a) f 225,000,000 (b)$325,000,000 (c)$425,000,000 4. 
(d) ~525,000,000 
5. 
6. 
7. 
The normal annual production of Worcester's factories 
amounts to about (a)$485,000,000 (b)l385,ooo, ooo (c)$285,000,000 
(d)$185,000,000 
During World War II production in Worcester rose to 
about (a} $400,000,000 (b) $500,000,000 (c)$ 600,000,000 
(d)$700,000,000 
The number of people em:ployed in the factories of 
Worcester during World War II rose to about (a) 30,000 (b) 70,000 (c) 50,000 (d) 90,000 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. For their aid in sUpplying vital war materials 
during World War II many Worcester factories receiv~d 
from the United States Government a. (a} War Savings Bonds (b) Distinguished Service Medals 
(c) Special Civilian Award (d)"Army-Navy E's" 
9. Worcester is a world center for ~he manufacture of 9. · (a) automobiles (b) tools (o) tractors (d) tanks 
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TEST V (continued) 
10. Worcester is the home of the world's largest 
plant for the manufacture of 10. 
(a) wire (b) screws (c) abrasives (d) looms 
=====-=-~~===========-=-=-=-=-===---======================================!~ ~~== 
TEST 
VI 
If the following statements are true, place a check 
mark under "Yes"; if they are false, place a check •ark 
under "Ne". 
1. The Norton Company has factorie~: in many for-
eign countries. 
2. All materials used at Worton Company are pro-
duced in the United States. 
3. Steel is a very adaptable substance. 
4. The manufacturing of looms is Worcester's 
greatest industry. 
5. Rug-making is a craft requiring care and indus-
try. 
6. Abrasives are usefUl only in the manufacture 
of large machines. 
7. Worcester manufactures a limited number of 
products. 
8. Worcester is a seaboard city. 
9. Worcester has excellent means of transporta-
tion. 
10. The success of the various industries of 
Worcester is due in a large m~asure to co-
operation between employers and workers. 
YES 110 
I --=---===-~-tir=====--~~==--'-~ -=-~ ----.. -=--=====--=-=-=-==-=========~!-
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TEST 
VII 
Hatch these two columns by placing in the right-hand 
column the number of the item in the left-hand eoltunn which 
best fits it. 
1. American Steel and Wire 
Company 
2. Norton Company 
3. Crompton and Knowles 
Loom Works 
4. Heald Machine Company 
5. Wyman-Gordon Company 
6. M.J. Wbittall Associates, 
Inc. 
7. U.s. Envelope Company 
8. Telechron, Inc. 
9. Pullman-Standard Company 
10. Reed and Prince Manu-
facturing Company 
___ T·he ·world! a largest manu-
facturers of abrasives 
----~Age of Steel 
_____ outgrowth of carriage 
industry 
Home of Worcester's great-
----- eat industry 
Makers of looms and loom ---~parte 
90% of the world's pro-
---duction of metals 
Makers of airplane crank-
----ebs.fts 
Manufacturers of all kinds 
----of screws 
_____ A factory where wool is 
converted into rugs 
_____ A young company which 
grew out of a hobby 
----~Makers of precision 
machines 
_____ Logan Division 
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MISTER WHITE'S ADVICE 
Mister White is the principal of a high school in a 
large industrial city. He is a friendly person and is always 
glad to welcome graduates of the school when they return for 
even a short visit. He has helped many boys and girls when 
they have been uncertain about the courses they should take 
to fit them for their fUture careers. From the many talks 
he has had with hie former students Mr. White has gathered 
much information about work and jobs which he passes on to 
the beys and girls who are still in school. 
This might be some advice he would give to you--------
••rt is a a , and e. b for each person to 
choose his life's c • Man's work is not only e. way 
to satisfy his --~d ____ and e , but also a source of 
great f and g to him. 
Some boys and girls h 
do when they grow up. 
just what work they want to 
1. They want to follow in the i 
in certain j because they 
and like the work they do. 
of certain people 
k the people 
2. They are interested in certain other kinds of work 
because they seem to have an ability to do things 
1 • 
3. They have become interested in other kinds of work 
because they have read about them in m n 
and o • ' 
Other boys and girls seem ~ about what they want to 
do. If they do not think about~ q and make up their 
minds, they may just r into work which may prove s 
and t to them later on. 
1. They should remember that there are about u 
different v of making a w in the United States. ----
2. They should also remember that because of .the x 
the world is constantly making, y jobs are 
appearing to take the place of z jobs which 
are disappearing. 
-=~-"ll====== l 
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3. They should realize further that in one aa type 
of work there are many separate bb in Which 
people o~ different co may find themselves. 
4. They should consider that good dd in any job 
requires not only ee , but also willing ff 
who contribute their share. 
All boys and girls of junior high school age should 
begin to think about their future work and to gg for it. 
They may take courses in hh , ii , and jj which will 
help them to kk themselves for their 11 • 
=r =-==-= 
Can you complete Mr. White' a advice by filling in the blanks 
with the correct words? 
living 
work 
books 
needs 
:plan 
pleasure 
abilities 
satisfaction 
workers 
drift 
ways 
new 
easily 
magazines 
old 
uncertain 
dista.steful 
know 
oareers 
specialists 
wants 
profession 
:prepare 
:privilege 
progress 
general 
vocations 
seriously 
dis oouraging 
newspapers 
twenty thousand 
workmanship 
~Unior High Sohool 
responsibility 
Trade School 
footsteps 
Senior High Sohool 
admire 
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CRAI'TER I II 
ESTIMATING PUPIL GROWTH 
Growth indicated.-- Table 1 shows records of each pupil 
on the pre-test and final test as well as the number of 
points each pupil gained. It is interesting to note that 
the gains were great in some instances--in two (Pupils 26 
and 30) the second score was more than double the first. 
The chronological age, intelligence quotient, achieve-
ment test ratings, scores on initial ~nd final test ar e set 
forth in Table 2. 
In Table 3 the range of scores achieved before and after 
the study of the unit are given. 
The graph following this table shows a comparison of 
scores made on the pre-test and final test. Several inter-
esting observations may be made. 
1. The lowest score on the final test is two points 
more than the me~n of the pre- teat. 
2. The highest score on the final teet is twenty-one 
pointe more than the highest score on the pre-test. 
3. The lowest score on the final test is twenty-three 
points more than the lowest score on the pre-test. 
4. Scores 15 through 19 in both tests show proportion-
ally the same gain. 
-82-
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From Tables 4 and 5 and from the relative growth scales 
on the next pages, further interesting facta concerning the 
mean, the standard deviation, and the relative growth of 
pupils in both testa may be deduced. 
Table 1. Initial Score, Final Score, and Points Gained 
by Each Pupil on the Test 
Points 
Pupil Initial Score Final Score Gained 
ll:' l~J r~J l4 J 
1 83 100 17 
2 78 97 19 
3 70 87 17 
4 78 97 i9 
5 61 90 29 
6 59 89 30 
7 71 98 27 
8 64 92 28 
9 63 81 18 
10 65 100 35 
11 66 87 21 
12 61 103 42 
13 57 90 33 
14 74 103 29 
16 69 104 35 
16 65 88 23 
17 54 98 44 
18 54 93 39 
19 59 87 28 
20 42 63 21 
21 62 94 32 
22 62 88 26 
23 43 75 32 
24 53 94 41 
25 60 81 21 
26 40 96 56 
27 44 70 26 
28 45 78 33 
29 51 64 13 
30 44 93 49 
-"~--~~~==== 
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Table 2. Age, Intelligence Quotient, Paragraph Mesning, 
Word Meaning, Initial Score and Final Score on 
Teat for Each Pupil 
Pupil 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Age 
( 2) 
12-1 
11-9 
11-4 
12-0 
10~7 
11-9 
11-8 
11-11 
11-9 
11-6 
11-11 
11-7 
12-0 
11-4 
11-4 
12-0 
11-3 
11-10 
11-2 
11-10 
12-6 
11-5 
11-11 
12-2 
11-10 
12-5 
12-1 
12-2 
12-2 
12-7 
Intelligence 
Quotient 
( 3) 
123 
120 
119 
118 
116 
114 
113 
112 
110 
109 
108 
108 
107 
107 
107 
106 
104 
103 
101 
96 
96 
96 
95 
94 
93 
93 
88 
86 
85 
82 
!I 
Paragraph 
Meani~' 
( 4) 
8.8 
8.8 
8.3 
8.3 
6.6 
7.2 
8.5 
6.8 
6.8 
7.4 
8.3 
7.6 
7.6 
8.8 
6.8 
7.8 
7.3 
5.9 
6.6 
6.1 
6.1 
7.0 
5.4 
4.5 
6.1 
4.2 
4.2 
4.5 
4.6 
6.4 
Word Initial 
Mean- Score 
ing on 
c/ Test 
(5) (6) 
9.3 
8.5 
8.1 
7.2 
8.1 
. 7.2 
7.0 
7.4 
6.4 
7.8 
5.9 
7.4 
6.6 
8.3 
7.0 
8.8 
6.6 
5.8 
6.4 
4.9 
7.4 
6.6 
6.0 
6.6 
5.1 
5.8 
4.7 
4.1 
3.8 
5.5 
83 
78 
70 
78 
61 
59 
71 
64 
63 
65 
66 
61 
57 
74 
69 
65 
54 
54 
59 
42 
62 
62 
43 
53 
60 
40 
44 
45 
51 
44 
!/ Otis Quick-Scoring Beta Test Form B 
_ b/ 'Stanford Achievement Test. Intermediate Form Dm 
~ Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Form Dm 
Final 
Score 
on 
Test 
( 7) 
100 
97 
87 
97 
90 
89 
98 
92 
81 
100 
87 
103 
90 
103 
104 
88 
98 
93 
87 
63 
94 
88 
75 
94 
81 
96 
70 
78 
64 
93 
·===---=-llf-.-- -----
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Table 3. Range of Saores Before and After Teaahing the Unit 
Before Teaching After T ea.ching 
Unit Unit 
(l) ( 2) 
40 63 
42 64 
43 70 
44 75 
44 78 
46 81 
51 81 
53 87 
54 87 
54 8'l 
57 88 
59 88 
59 89 
60 90 
61 92 
61 92 
62 93 
62 93 
63 94 
64 94 
65 96 
65 97 
66 97 
69 98 
70 98 
'71 100 
74 100 
78 103 
78 103 
83 104 
Mean 60 Mean 90 
Median Score 61 Median Saore 92 
- -==--- -- -=:===-:-:----=--- ---· ====~-==~!~===== 
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Gra-pl Comnarit L~ Ran~e of Sc ore! n-f' ~0 I'PnT'Ii 1 R 
on I rre-test ~ ~nd Final Test 
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Table 4. Caleulation of the Mean and Standard Deviation on 
the :Pre-test 
Raw Scores 
in elass 
intervals F D 
of 
three (1) (2) {3) 
82 ... 84 1 t7 
79 - 81 0 -t-6 
76 - 78 2 +5 
73 - 75 1 +4 
70 - 72 2 t3 
67 - 69 1 1"2 
64 - 66 4 tl 
61 - 63 5 0 
58 - 60 3 -1 
55 - 57 1 -2 
52 - 54 3 -3 
49 - 51 1 -4 
46 - 48 0 -5 
43- 45 4 -6 
40- 42 2 -7 
Totals 30 
Assumed Mean 62 
M = A.M. + (IFD + B) x Class Interval 
M = 62 1' (-23 7 30) X 3 
M = 62 + (-0.77) X 3 
M = 62 - 2.31 
M- 59.69 or 60 
sD = Y~2- ~} 'l x Class Interval 
SD ~~ ~- ti8J 2 x 3 
SD = y14. 43 - • 59 x 3 
SD .. )113.84 X 3 
SD = 3.72 X 3 SD = 11.16 or 11 
r----
FD FD2 
( 4) ( 5) 
7 49 
0 0 
10 50 
4 16 
6 18 
2 4 
4 4 
0 0 
-3 3 
-2 4 
-9 27 
-4 16 
-o 0 
-24 144 
-14 98 
-23 433 
------------ - -===o!t=-
Group V 
!3 Pupils 
Group IV 
7 Pupils 
.4-•.144 
Grou"D _Ill 
12 Pupils 
Group II 
5 Pupils 
Group I 
3 Pupils 
. '71. 177 
Relative Growth Scale 
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Table 5. Calculation of the Mean and Standard Deviation on 
the Final Test 
Raw Scores 
in class 
intervals F D 
of 
three 
(l) (2) (3) 
102•104 3 +4 
99-101 2 t3 
96- 98 5 ~ 
93- 95 4 tl 
90- 92 3 0 
87- 89 6 -1 
84- 86 0 -2 
81- 83 2 -3 
78- 80 1 .... 4 
75- 77 1 -5 
72- 74 0 -6 
69- 71 1 -7 
66- 68 0 -8 
63- 65 2 -9 
Totals 30 
Assumed Mean 91 
M :: A.M. + ~FD .:0 N) x Class Interval 
M = 91 1"' ( -14 f 30) X 3 
M = 91 t (-0.47} X 3 
M =- 91 +-1.41 
M = 89.59 or 90 
d f 2 
sn =v .l:U - (~r) x c1asa Interval 
SD =- V.3~g - ~-~J x 3 
SD = V12.2 - .22 X 3 
SD : \111.98 X 3 
SD- 3.46 ~ 3 
SD = 10.38 or 10 
FD FD2 
(4) (5) 
12 48 
6 18 
10 20 
4 4 
0 0 
-6 6 
-o 0 
-6 18 
-4 16 
-5 25 
-o 0 
-7 49 
0 0 
-18 162 
-14 366 
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Group II 
11 Pupils 
Group III 
9 Pupils 
Grou'P IV 
Grou'P V 4 Pupils Grou'P I 
3 :Pupils 3 Pupils 
~~ 12. 17.3 '12. if3 f~ q~ Ia.• 11>2 I 1/H 12. 
Relative Growth Scale 
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Report of work done based upon log.-- The study of 
this unit occupied a four-week period with daily allotments 
of time varying from forty-five to sixty minutes. The unit 
was introduced by a series of eight tests consisting of one 
hundred ten items which were given on the first three days 
of the first week. Some of the pupils knew many facts about 
certain phases of the work covered in the pre-test; others 
knew only a few facts. All agreed they would like to learn 
more about their own city. 
On the fourth day a colored sound moving picture, 
"Worcester-The Industrial Capital of New England", was 
shown. Each child had a study guide for the viewing of this 
film. Following the showing of the picture, the pupils 
filled in the study guides which then served as a basis for 
a class discussion on Worcester. 
On the fifth day, the last of the first week, planning 
the unit was begun. Much valuable and interesting material 
in the form of pictures, pamphlets, and books was made avail-
able through the cooperation of the Worcester Public Library, 
the Worcester Chamber of Commerce, and various fact ories of 
Worcester. Part One of the General Study and Activity 
Guide was given to ea ch pupil. Committees were formed ac-
cording to the interests of the pupils. A room committee 
and a general chairman were also chosen. Before actual 
activity began, a code of behavior was worked out. This 
_____ l _________ -
---------~- ---
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code was written on a large piece of oak tag and was dis-
played in a prominent place in the front of the room. The 
code read: 
Working Together 
1. We should be courteous to adults and to each 
other at all times. 
2. We should be willing to share materials with 
others; we should use borrowed materials with care. 
3. We should move about the room and corridors in 
an orderly way. 
4. We should give our best effort to our work at 
all times. 
The laboratory period included the second week and two 
days of the third week. During this time :Parts Two and 
Three of the General StudY and Activity Guide were distrib-
uted. The Optional Related Activities were in a card file 
and were available to all interested pupils. During this 
phase of the study pupils worked in groups or singly in 
various parte of the classroom, in the school library, and 
in two vacant, nearby classrooms. Since there was an abun-
dance of material which was well within the comprehension 
of the class, the pupils were encouraged to work as inde-
pendently as possible. As individual pupils finished var-
ious parts of the work, they put their study into permanent 
form and at this time began to appear booklets, charts, 
murals, dra..wings, maps. Several students made individual 
92 
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files and tried to cover as many of the activities as 
possible. 
The last three days of the third week and the first two 
days of the fourth week comprised the pooling-of-experiences 
period. The room committee under their chairman consulted 
with each group chairman about the time needed for presenta-
tion of different programs and the kind of programs which 
were to be given. The programs were varied. The following 
were presented: a radio broadcast, oral reports, explana-
tions of murals, and a round table disaussion. 
On the third and fourth days of the final week, the 
tests which had been given in three sittings in the begin-
ning of the study as a pre-test were repeated as a final 
test. 
On the last day a discussion about the unit was con-
ducted. Pupils gave their reactions to the method of study, 
the matter studied, and rated themselves on a character 
chart. This chart was headed "How Do You Rate?" and was 
to be checked for fourteen qualities of chara cter in columns 
headed -"Tall"-"Average"-"Short". This session helped the 
teacher to make further conclusions on individual cards 
which had been kept throughout the study on those phases of 
growth which are not measured by tests. 
Reaction of the puEils to the unit.--The interest in 
this unit was very high because it was centered in the home 
city of the pupils. There was a definite bond established 
II 
~ 
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I between home and school when pupils brought into school 
materials and products made in the factories where their 
fathers or other members of their families work. A bond 
wss established between school and home when on seeing ma-
terial connected with the unit at home parents became aware 
of how important a part school can play not only in the 
present, but also in the future lives of their children. 
On the whole, the pupils liked the pre-test, working 
in groupe, and arranging their own culminating activities. 
They liked the idea of rating themselves in qualities 
of character; moreover, in this rating they were very hon-
est. 
Reaction of the writer to the unit.-- This is the first 
unit of this type the writer bas conducted. Heretofore, 
units have developed directly from the interests of the 
children in social science, current affairs, holidays, etc. 
The Study and Activity Guide proved to be worth all 
the time that went into its preparation. The Optional Activ-
ity Cards were helpful not only to the brighter pupils who 
referred to them for extra assignments, but also to the 
slower pupils who found in them activities of particular 
interest or things they could do well. The average student 
found he had a wide choice of interests and he responded · 
satisfactorily. 
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The incidental learnings of the pupils were many. The 
work called for intelligent use of research materials, for 
methods of notetaking, outlining material, compiling a 
bibliography and setting up standards for good oral and 
written reports. The personal behavior of pupils was put 
to a trying test in this type of work. The discipline of 
his group can be far more effective in many cases with a 
child than the best-directed admonition of his teacher. 
Examples of this discipline were evident in the early stages 
of the laboratory period especially, and they did not need 
to be repeated often. Was the classroom a Utopia? By no 
means, but children did learn to work well together on a 
subject which was of great interest to them. They tried to 
live up to the rules they formulated for themselves. 
Particularly satisfYing to the writer of the unit is 
the realization that in it the idea of guidance was intro-
duced on the elementary level. It is true that some pupils 
in the class knew what they wanted to do in the future be-
fore they studied the unit. These pupils, however, learned 
a little more about their chosen fields as well as about 
other fields of endeavor. Certain avenues of thought were 
opened to those pupils who had not seriously considered 
their future work. All pupils learned of the tremendous 
numbers of workers there are in their city, in their country, 
in their world. They realized, too, the interdependence of 
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all workers. They became aware of the true value of the 
good worker and the innate dignity of his work. 
In the preparation of this unit, the writer had many 
contacts with representatives of the factories of Worcester 
and with the Committee on Business Information of the Worces-
ter Chamber of Commerce. The willingness of these business 
men to be of service to the schools deserves commendation. 
=-~-==~l-_ --==-===--= 
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making mural showing f.s.mous :people 
early history of Worcester 
making mural shovling the famous 
of Worceste 
Display of 
Norton Company Com.'11i ttee studying materials 
Genernl viev1 of various co"""lmi ttees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came t 
'Uorcester 
of pupils 
J 
· .. · _ .. ~ 
making mural showing famous :people 
early history of Worcester 
making mural showing famous 
of Worces 
Display of 
Norton Company Committee studying materials 
' view of various committees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came 
Worcester 
o:f pupils 
making 
Display of 
Norton Company Co~ittee studying materials 
General view of various committees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came t 
Worcester 
of pupils 
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Vlorkin'' 
, 
view of various coMmittees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came t 
Worcester 
of pupils 
Com.'11i ttee 
view of various coMmittees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came t 
Worcester 
---. 
, 
view of various committees at work 
lding a model of the first train that came 
Worcester 
of pupils 
of pupils 
of 
Worcester 
of pupils 
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APPENDIX A 
I 
t.lo.rk the nU'"!bor on the line \7bich bosts fits the fo11owir.s.C 
dn.tes a::1d terms 
1 .. De.niel Gookin 6o 1673 
2. 1uinsiga~ond Villace 7 o June 14, 1722 
3 .- Ac;ricultUl"e 8. Jonas llic:o:e 
4o 1683 9· Fe brua.ry 29, 1848 
5o ·aorcester lOo October 21$ 1713 
The name of the first s:;ttlement. 
---
---
The date of the first permanent settlement. 
--- The chief occupation of the early settlers. 
---
The time of the first attenpted settlement . 
---
The first permrunent settler., 
---
The mo.n who purchased the la..'l'ld from the Indim1so 
---
The date on \Vhich 17orcoster became a cityo 
---
The tiMe of the second o.tte·:npt at sett1e.·'iento 
The elate on \\Thich Wo1 .. coster bocame a town ., 
---
---
A tovm in England on the Severn Rivoxao 
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Rend eaeh · state·r~J.e:ri·t · carefully.. If you think the. statement 
is trne, make an l :tn the column raarked 11 Tl'ue". If' ycu think 
the statement is f $1-cia.» make an ! in tb.e column :marked "Fa.lsen. 
False , 
1~ Worcester's geographical location was nn aid 
to its industrial g~owth. 
2. Some manufacturinG was be~tn here »afore 1800. 
3e The first ~a.ilroa.d in Worcester connected the 
town with Providence. 
4• The .·manu:f'e.ct'l.ll"e of grinding machines is Worces-
ter t s greatest lndus t1--y. 
S. In the early part of the nineteenth century, 
Worceste~-made carriaees were sent to places 
as ·rar away as Africa and AU$~alia. 
' 6. The envelope industFy has be~ recently estab-
lished in Worcester. 
7 ~ Bost~m and '."forces tor wezoe oo~ected by z-ail in 
1835· 
8. In the very beginnil\g the witte industry erew-
quickly. · 
9· rlany inventions of the nineteenth century helped 
Worcester to Bl'OW industrially. . 
10. 17o.rcestor t s water power was insuffi.cient for 
l arB& industrial plants. 
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· . . 
1 .. Industrial center c:.t new 
Englond " 
2 " Head Vlo.t~ra or -t~,& · niact~-
stone River .. 
,3. Invontots! 
l~ . Saw rd111 o.nd extiat mille 
S. Blaokstone Cn.."'lal 
6. Railroads 
7 .. DessemeJt stJeel ,..,roeess 
Air Brakes 
I ''t 'T 
--
Woreestnr•s first oonnectinc 
link with the soncoast 
_____ People who a1dod the 1ndus-
tl'1al procress of' Wot'coster 
Lo.ke ·:,Ulns igo..'nond 
City of \7orcestor 
lnYentions which corn)lotely 
ohaneed ~1e rn!lrond t~ans-
po~tntion of Worcester 
'l'atnuelt,. Kettle , Be('_ver, 
lwl111 Bl'ooks 
WoMeste:r•s first "factor ies " 
A deve1onment which shortened 
the use of' the Blacl:a tone 
Canal 
Pittsburg 
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IV 
In the following erou~ing, six iter~ are related to the 
gi'outh of the wiJ:le industry, three items to the growth of ·the 
ra!l!loads, and six items to other industries of Uorcester. 
Pla.ce the items in the correct column below. 
Bess~neJ:l steal process 
incandescent lights 
·steel rails 
mae 
pianos 
WIRE II\TDUSTRY 
1. 
2. 
~: 
£: 
papal" 
hoop skil'ts 
leather 
co.rpet looms 
suspension bridces 
RAILROADS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 6. 
textiles 
telephones 
air bY.-kkes 
shoes 
street car cables 
OT!IER IHDUSTRIES 
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In the i'ollouil"l-6 exorcise undoJ?lin$ the ite· 1 which r:1lll:es the 
stat~· 1€rnt correct. Place the lette:r of the ·eorrect item in the 
richt hand colUl!l!l. 
1., AccordinG to the 19~0 census the po;_,ulution of \1orcestat-
is about 
{a) 250,ooo {b) 225,ooo (c)2oo.oo.o (d) l75,ooo 
2. Amone the larce c~ties of the u. s., Woroea~er's rank is about 
( a) L~O ( b ) 9 0 ( o ) 100 (d) 50 
3.Ttie number of manuf~cturing estnbliahment• in Worcester is 
about 
(a) 6o (b) 6oo (e) 6000 (d) 66oo 
f • 
t:-~ r.Ionet invested · in the faotoriea of \7o:r-eeatu O.lttountf to about 
( a)0225),000,000 (b)(;32.5,0t)O,OOO (•)~51 0006000 (d)0$2S,OOO.OOO 
5 .. The _nor1nul annual Pl ... od"Uotion ot l'fo.rceat~f• :tnf1io~1~so.amou:nts 
t _6 about 
(a}:;~.85,ooo,ooo {b)()385,ooo,ooo { cl\)2 s,ooo,ooo (d)0lfl5,ooo,ooo 
() ~ Dll:l.:"ine World War II p:t?oduation 1ft Worcestel' l'o•e to about 
( o.)(;l~OOvOOO,OOO (b)()500, 000,000 ( cH'3600, 0001 000 (d)(;?OO,O )0, 000 
7" 'rhe nruuber of peo:;le employed in tb.~ fut=ies ot Worceete~ 
durine Wo~ld rlur II :t>ose to about 
(u) 30.,000 .{b) 70,000 (c) $0,000 (d) (90,000 
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Test 
VI 
I f the f ollowing statements ax-e tzaue, place a. Cheek mar'k uncer-
nYes H 3 ii' they are false, place n eheok mal"k tmde:r "No". 
'l."ES NO ~~£-W-~-r-o-~-t-o_n_O_o_m _ "p_o.n_y_h_a_s_f_e. __ c_t_o_J:_:o>:..-~ 0-" -s- :tn ...... _m_e_m_y.....,f_o_r_e_ign-_, -'!'OJ -..:::.;;;.;;:..!"=--,-~l 
conntries. I I I 
t i . 
2 • . f.ll l materials used at liol"ton Company ru~e pro- I j l 
duced in the United States . 1 : 
I I 
3 .. Steel ls u ve'!!y adaptible :su1n J"!ju:t1.ce . 
4.. The ruonufactm.".in.z of looms is Worcester's great-
est industrly. 
5 .. Ru.g .... makin.g :i.s a Cl"af·t r•equi:eine ca:t•a and indus-
try • . 
6.. Ab r asives ar•e ugeful only 1n ·the . ~·1.9.nufactur>e of 
l ru. .. ce rrw.chines .. 
?~ WorcostorJ ·n ru.1.Uf'$. C ·tul"SS a limited numbe~ ot ptwod .. 
uct:3o 
8 .. \"Jorcester i s a seaboard city. 
9o Wo'i"cest.er has excellent means of transportation. 
10 ... The s uceess of' the various industl .. ies o.f -~Vn~eas­
ter is due :.tn a l ar•r;e mee.sure to : .ooope:~o.tlon be- · 
t wa en employers ru1.d woJ'kel'"S (t 
l -1 l 
I 
l 
I 
l 
.j 
l . 
I 
l 
! 
i 
' . l 
I 
! , .. 
l 
1 
l 
! ) • 
., 
I , 
-----··--.... -.··..:~"' .. ---··· 
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VII 
iifa.tch these tvm colmm1E~ by placing in the xoi~t hand eol'L1ml'l 
tho numbe:r> of the i-tera in the lef·v hand colman uvhich best i'ito 'Gc 
1 ~ American Steel and Wire 
Company 
2 . Norton Company 
3. Crompton and Knowles 
I1oom Works 
4. lleuld Machine Company 
5.. Wyma-'rl-Gordon Company 
6. M. J. Whitte.ll Associates 
Inc .. 
7 .. U .. s . Envelope Company 
8. Teleohron Ino. 
9 o Pullman-St£'.ndard Company 
10. Reed and Prince :Man:u.faetur-
ing Company-
__ The world ' s lare;est 
manufacturers of a.brcc"':hr7 
---- Aee of Steel 
___ Ou.tex'owth of carrio.c;e in-
dnat:ey 
___ Home ot Worcest~r's great"" 
est industry 
__ ,...liiaketas of looms and loom -::;n. 
parts -
9cr,'1t l>t tha \Vorld ~ s p:r•od, c" 
--- t1on ot metals 
Makers of airplane ra..'l'llr-
--·-·hshafts 
Marn.1facturers of e..ll kind 
--- of' s cxaevtS . 
_____ A faotory where woo is 
converted into rugs 
___ A young company vihich greviT 
out or e. hobby 
Uakers of precision machines 
---
_____ Loean Division 
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Mister i.'f.aite ie tl-ie principal of a high school 1n a l arge indu:;;t;;rial 
city "' He is a friendly person and is alvmys glad to welcome g!~aduat<'3S 
of the school h~n they return for evan a short visit . He has help.sd.. 
many boys and girls when they have been unce:btaJ.n about the courses 
they should take to fit them for• their futuJ:>e e a.r·eers o From the many 
talks he has had \Vith his f'romer s·tudents Mro Vlhite has gathered mt-~.ch 
information about \Vork an.d jobs which he passes on to t he boys and girl::§ 
who are still in school a 
This might be soma advice he would give to you-------------- --·· -·-·· 
"It is a a and a b for each person to choose hi~ 
life's e _,_,.;;. __ ~ Man's work is not only a way to sat:lsf'y his d 
a.n.d e 
to him~ 
g "b"ut ala<' a source ot great t and . ":" ti ::_-, 
Sonte boys and gir,ls __ll juat hat work they want (;(') do ~he:n 
they grow up" 
1., They \~ant to f'ollo in the 1 of certain people in. 
cen'"ta:t11 _j_ __ because tliey --,c ___ th people a::'ld 
like ·the work they do o 
2"' They ar•a intEn-•asted in cei-t a1n other kinds oi.' ork becat~~Ja 
they seem 'to have> an ability to do things _]._ ., 
3 o They have become interested in other kinde of o .. k 1:iecH ·~ .... e 
they have read about them in ~-}! __ , __ _lL___,_, a11.r-. 
_ __..;.;o.__ _ " 
. Other b oys and gil'"ls seem ...... p . · ....... a"?out what they ;vant to ~1.?. 
If they do not think about :d; _ _g_ __ and make up their mindn t..n·>:· 
m.ay just _,L. __ lnto wol•k t:rhi.ch muy prove ·w-..ll ar.td. 1! __ ··-· 
to -chem lat;er on .. 
1 .. They should r emember that there are about ~.--~ 
di.t•ferent y _ of me.k:tng a w~ .w .• --- in the United Statoa ~ 
2~y should also remeu1ber that because of the _ ·- . 
tho '!'lorld is constantly ru.a.king" __;r __ jobs ar . F.tPY..>!-)et- J.0:_, 
to take the place of w• z . jobs which a:re dl . a_ po~. _.:!f.. 
3., They should realize flir'ther hat in one ·- a.a ·t""'- type : 1.. .. 
work there are many separate bb _ in wh:ten paopl Ci. 
di.fferont ·- c .. <t. 
11 
.... ma~ find thamse~ves. 4o They should cons1.tfer that good r.M in any job ., · , ·=it::.J.J:OBl~ 
nc.' t ol'llY' ~-' but a1so 1l!!iig ·:rr who c .L~·:.:; ."ibu. ~ . .;:-
ths ... :r share~ 
All boys rind eirls of junior high school age should begin t ·: tbh:~~~ 
about their• future vrork ru.'ld to , filE _tor- 1 t. They may ·take cc.::rs.:--~~ r 
hb. ~ ii • and J j · wh1oh 111 help tham to . ·u .. J;.; ·-· ..... ~ 
~f&e:~:v; ±"or 'th"Gi:r· - 11 "" · 
- -
Can yc,u COln".tJlete Mro W'.ai te 1 s advice by .filling in the blanks 
with the coJ.."I"'9crt v.rords? 
living 
work 
books 
needs 
plan 
abilities 
new 
eas:lly 
m.age.zines 
old 
uncertai n 
distasteful 
ki'lOW 
careers 
pec!a.lists 
ts 
prot ssion 
prepc..re 
.~.1rivilege 
pro cress 
(jenera.l 
vocations 
seriously 
discoura.eing 
newspapers 
twenty tho us n...'l'l.d 
wo1--lonansb.ip 
l .. espons ibili ty 
Trade School 
footsteps 
Senioi' Hi@1. Sc.:.10ol 
admire 
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1. 
~ . 
(; .. 
8-'1 
9 .. 
1.0. 
1.1 4\ 
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Wh.rd; Wl?..i:l t~'le :t'ii:'st 
~1nan 1rme. it n1..nd~ ·? 
i'oJ:' the 1an.d? 
s e ttl t'!)~u.el·L t oJ: Wo.r.•ces te:ra cnlled? 
By whom? Bow much did ·t;ha L"'ldiar,.s 
mb.n.t J:.t.ap pened to thia .f.lret BGttlemm'l.t? 
~]hen wus the second attempt at sr::lttlin.g rloPr3eGt e r'? 
W:b.H:n \"U:l.S :t ta naine chanc;ed to "rTo:t""cestern '? ~'Jb:y? 
\,'Jhai; ·.n~s ·the ou:t.c<>-rne ot the seccn.d a t te:mpi;·? 
!'GCB:bre 
\Vhe:n. was the first permo11rmt rw t t1.ement of ··.'lol'"ces t eJ• rnado'i 
By ';J:lhom.? 
Hllle :rl wns Wol"' ~..I O(iter· inC.ol .. porated as a t;o?m'l 
\1h.9:n ·~rus Woroes'L.E'r :tncorpora.ted, as a city? 
'lift.w:!; triitl8 1;,he }.e:)!."d.:i.ng occupation of: the aarJ.y settler•f.l '? 
Em:{ did ·t;he :ril .. st sottle!"s r1'lak e· the things ·~;hey· needod 'i.' ·i'Jhe:t:'e 
d.1.d they make t;hGm? 
Flhr.1.t cn;.:tssd the e~ly d.(;)Velopmcnt of industry in \'Iorcog t or? 
W~"ltJ:t was the ;:;ouxo,~e of water pmrer? 
Why wlt-;ro tha people l:l:mitecl i'n 'i.Vhut they could mru1tt.f 2.c t u.Y."e? 
',Vha t :tnven.t:i.on. helped mo.m:tfac1;tt~ir.Lg 'to tp.•ow? 
Hcv; d i d the (};EWg.'!.:-aph.ico.l locL,tion ot i1c:~:~c~Bter hel p t h e gr·or:rth 
of' :indus t ry? 
Y:11.at. v.ras the f ix•ot cm".ln-:!lctlcnl. be·!;woe:n ;vorcestor a:n.d t;Yte sea .. ~ 
boa::.,d ? 
:ttL How did t b.e buildin.r;, of the Blneksto:'la Canal help J..ndu1Tt.I"'Jt ? 
19 0 How d:l.d, t he iJ~.l.VB11.t:lon o.f Ot0cim 1 0t.1o.mO'tiva pOV'lBI' help :;.nd.ust~ ..... j' 
·t';o e;t."(JW'{ 
20 o 'E<:>.ll h-:Y~1j· t'he i'cllowi:ng men helped the industri a l g:ztowt h ot 
\'lo:r. .. cet~t~ep: · 
" .,.,.l .~ l'Jn 1 J.y 
.1 ... 40 ...... _ J ... ~ jl-v~lGY 
B. 'l'l(lCma.a f>le..ncha:rd 
c. 1!!1 his Howe 
D. Hu.saell Ra:11es 
L!! ~ JS1"as 'tue Bigelow 
F. Lucius Knowles 
G. Dra.por Ruggles 
H., J'o:al ~Tourse 
I~ .J. C. Bason 
J'. As a Hapgood 
.21" 'i'J:hut wt~s the Bmbil.:t"GO Act? How· dJJl it af'fect 1!.1a.l1uf a c t u ring in. 
\Yr)j';t C eEJ tex) .. ? 
'·."fl:1at bui1d:tng in i:Jorce::1 t e:t* t oday vm.s built by ph e oar1y indus·~ 
tJ:>5.!":\1 :tsts? Wh-;)r wt:1.~ i. i; btt:U t ? Eovt is :lt us6d tod.a:;,r<? 
' . .'Th~·,·~· t'!,.,. "~'>0 "" rt"-."· P t ·1'r'l ..-h '<:" '1""r 4 "" S i•'1 1"t0'?''('8'"'·ter .,_0. ,-'1..;-;,.. ·ll ' ''1r<· ,., ... 1 r~'"L'""1 \"' ~-~ ·i':!Yr-•• t; ?. ~r; .. ... c ... v l.U ' IV . C .. ) ..l. o :.J. ~ ..... .... . ~.'-' ..:-; V .,..,., 0 .1... Ia ~ - ,# u ' ll _ \.-\. U (_l ~ V-U i..;...L . -· ~ J..- - .l .. ~ ,_,......_ __. 
\-ll'is.t invent i on s () f t he n :i.notem1th centul->y ·helped t he g:r.>o;;r th of' 
'(:;he wl.re lndu s t :t. .... j in r.ror•c e st o:;~+ ? 
Ik.·V:i' d:i.d im:rYt:"OVm:!len.t;:s in tr~rr~spm:•tu tion help the growth. o f ' the 
ca1:x:i.age i .l1.r.:L·Lt1J t;rz:sr il':t ~7or~c ~s ·Ct32')1(!' 
·I~el]. C.H)Vl 1;118 t:1.X:~)£l1.1.S:lc,~1. of' 011.~" COt:a:ltry' heJ.ped t l1e Sr!\TBlOI)G :l.!10.L1S-
t :t·;(y to r;t'OW? 
. rriill DTDUST1Il~S OF \70HC'ES L'!.m 
PART II 
1. What is the population of rlorcester accordinc to the U. s .. Census 
of 1950?. . 
2. liow does Worcester compare in size with othel' cities in u. S.? 
3 Approximately how many ,nnnufacturinc !.,lants are t:1ere in Worcester? 1~: \1hat is the value of the capital invested 1n these factories? 
5. What is the value in '''!oney of the normal nnnual production of these 
factories? 
6. During r/orld War II what was the annual p:roduotion worth? 
7 • How many people did t~.·1e factoi'ies employ dUX'ine the l1fll''l 
8. ·~Vhat award did the U. s. Govemment Give to many of these factories 
11 . 
12. 
during World War II? · 
Wl1.at factory in Worcester is the· le.reest of its kind in the world? 
Show the diversification of Worcester's industries by telling t wo 
of the smallest thinc;s made hel'•e and t\vo o:f the larcest things man-
ufactured here. · 
make a list of all the products made in Worcester. 
·i·lhy is k~orcestor, rat:1er t:1ari a sesboard city , the logical distrib-
uting point of New H:ngland? 
13. ·l'Jhat air service does rlorces tor hnve? 
11~ • . I:Iow many motor truck lines sevve .the city? 
15. Who.t railroad facilities does ',1orcester have? 
16. Who started tl1e wire ·industry in rlorcostar? 'llb.an? 
17 ~ \Th.n·b is t:1e .pe:ne of the lareest wire factor-.:r in l:/oroes ter today? 
1 8~ name the products v,.m.de by the Am.erica.n Steel nnd \1ire Co'·!pe.ny:? 
19 ~ iJalce · a chart showine; how important steel is in your life today a You 
may either draw original pictures or cut :_Jictures from maeazinea ., 
Write a story usine any one of the following t i tles: 
. usteel Is the ;::ost Adaptible !;Tate:rial at lis.n 'a Conmtand" 
· 
11 \"lire :-·:akine and 1'/ire ','Jerking Is Worcester'a Greatest Indus tr~(' 
unAe;e of Steel" 
FroY:fl t 1·,e chart of pictures of the American Steel and i1ire Corr1pany » 
tell :rive d.!.fferent; kinds of vtorkers you can .see. 
\Th.at · is t e name of the v:rorld's lartJeet "!ile.nui'aeturer ot abrasi·iTe s ? 
rJhat '")roducts a1 .. e numufactured at t!:1e I'iol'ton Company? 
rJrite a story te.lling how the Norton Company sta.:rtad and how it ho.s 
r;rmm. 25. Uake a map of the world showing the places on the etll'th that produce 
·materials used at norton Company. 
26. Find 11 abrasives" in Cotapton 's Encyclopedia. Fzaom t!1is story tell 
'1.7h~r abrasives aPe . useful to ~11o.n. 
?7 
- 0 
28 .. 
29 0 
30 .. 
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32., 
From the chart of pictures of t1e Norton Co'.npany, tell five dif'i'erent 
kinds of \Vorkers you can see. · 
·\7hat factory in ;·Joroester manlti'actures a loom for everty w·oven fa.b:L"ic? 
Ilow -,umy items aPe neoded to ~~1nke a loom? 
\'Jhor e does Crompton & Y~owles Com:?any get most of the parts needed to 
•n.al:e a loom? 
Ii'ind "fabrics 11 in Col11:) t011. 's gncyclopediao \Vri te a story telling how 
man first learned ·to weave fabrics" 
From the chart of pictures of the C:pom.pton ~ Knowles Co1~l!Hl.DYu tell 
five different l: inds o~ worke!'s you can seeo 
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3~-3 i~ • 
35. 
36. 
37. 3('1 o. 
~9· o. 
i!.l• 
1!2. 
!:.3 . 
H~. 1~5. 
L_S . 
li.? . 
4.8 .. 
l!-9. 
.:;o .. 
5lo 
)2. 
:;~. 5 I·• 55. 
. JI ?v. 
57. 
58o 
9) . 
60o 
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·. -n1at ~ :roducts c.:?e ·--:1o.nufo.ct•n•ecl nt llenld. !1e.c~1il1e Com:) Ellly? 
'Jhut lorr:e industl"ios use equ:Lpr.um:t mo.de at Tior.ld r.:o.chine Co'dpo.ny? 
;'Jbnt is t'~o mea...~:tnc of " :·.~recision"? . 
Frol:fl the chart of ·):tctm .. es of t .' \0 lleeld !lachine Com~Hmy , toll f ive 
clifforant kinds of workers you oa.n see. 
Who.t is a. forcinc? 
rlhut com: 'm~r in ·."Jorcest;er .. ,a.J ~es toreint;s? 
T~ll t~2e story of t i1e Bl"or~th ~1' rJynum..Ool'don Ccnpany. 
Ft-o· ' ~ t~2~ chart of plctm"es o:f' ·t lle Wr..an-Gortlon Co·:t)ony, tell .five 
difi'o1 .. ent l:itl.ds of \7orb ·)rs yc-u can see. 
~ "/hat !'roduct does the r.!. J. ~'Jh.lttall CO.,..lPG.n.y' "ilt.lllU!actu.re? 
Tell tb.e ste'"> S in t~ 1e · !.D.nufo.ctu:r.e of a :M!C• 
Pi nd Orient;o.l Rue s in Com;>ton 's Encyc1ppedla. Write a story about 
t:'lese fmaous rues. 
!lru!:e o.n orie lnal dcsiC11 for nn Ox-ienta.l Rue. 
F'rom t~1e ol1ar t of pictures of thG U• J. ·.-n1i ttall Co·u:.,£1.ny • tell five 
. dif'forcn t l:::l.nds of' uor!::el*s y r:u onn see. 
rJ11at a re t he p roducts of the Heed a."ld Prince ;·anuf'netlW1ng Conr)D.ny'? 
:?rom t:1e chart of pictm,os of t :2e Reod nnd Prince ·nonufo.cturincCo o 
tell five different ld fl...ds of '1.7or!:e r s you can see. 
T:·\e cc.l .. r iac e indns try is m1 old one :l.n 11orcost(-)ZW. rlhat c ompany 
in · .  1orc(:3stol .. today i s on outc row·th of 'Gh:ls earl;,' ::ndustry? 
F'rom tlle c!:w.rt of pic tures of 'i:;l'?.e i'ul lmt.Ul-S t ande.rd Co'·J.)nny, tell 
five dif'ferent l:inds o1 \.7orl:(~rs Y• 'U can see • 
The envelope ind'.lstry is a l s o o.n. old one in :·lovcoat er. I'Jhut com-
~'Jnny in ''Jorcos to1 ... to<Ja:r :1r:::1utnctu~as $ t.Welopes'l 
;7bat other Pl .. oducts m?e ''1D.l'lufuetu:r-ed c.t t'1e U .. s. ~nve]. ope Co·-:l:;Hlny? 
Tell five difforont :.- inds of wor l::ers Y~"'ll con see i n t he chart of 
!)icture of t~ ~e u. s. J:;;nvelove Go~n~1any. 
.n1at .~. s a fctil"ly new .::_ndustey in :;r.o~coster~ 
\'Jhat co1n:)o.ny in ··;ol'•cester mal:e -r!Uloh:tnes for- raold:l..ne plastics? 
Fro.,..'t t: :.e c~H:tr't of pictm .. es of t ho Reed ~~'!d Pl"at'!tiea Co···II'}f.IDY, ·tell 
five dlfi'cPent l: inds of \1orl.:ors '"v.r u ett.n SQih 
Cloc~.::s we1"'e "lade in ·:;orceste r .::..n t he eo.rl1' days. ~~1w.t co·!l'')any in 
:'lorc(~s ter today 1·1al:es cloc2.:s? 
li':tnd "clool:s 11 in Compton' a .·: ::ncyolo~d.1a. fh•lte a a ·tor y ~bout e c.rly 
ti•!leniaoes. 
F-.f>o~:.,~ t he · chart of p ictures ot t ; ~ Teloc!~ Co~;l,."any, tell five d:tf-
f oPe ::.1t !:i:1ds of '.!Ol~!:~rs ycu aan auo. · 
The pa:)e:r industry wo.s nn enrly one in ·.7oxacoate1'. r;bnt co·;nany ln 
~1orcester todo.y ··w.:os 'ilCl.Chines for aa!~ ir:J.G pnpeu .. t 
:"T01·1 t :1e etw.1,t o!: pictures of t h& IUee .Bt\l''ton· Co•;t:_,any • tell f'iv e 
dif'fe1,ont 1: i ::1<1s of \"lO:Pl:cra y cu c an S OGo · 
S·t;udy c.nd Activity Guide 
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What qualities of charaote~ are needed ro~ success in school? 
List five reasons why a person must work 
Explaj.n the meaning of this statement• "There is great pleasure and sat .. = 
isfaction 1n doing a job well~" 
List ten jobs which interest youo ~ell what aobool you would go to to 
prep~e yourself for these jobs. 
5o r~lake an Occupations Uotebook. In it place pict~ea ot the occupations 
which interest you. 
6e In what ways does tha-~ight-job for you help you to be happy? 
7" Make a list of t ;1e school subjects you like the mosto 
8~ Make a list of the school subjects you dislike t he most o 
9" \Vha.t things· in school do you do well? 
lOu Vlhat things outside of school do you do well! 
11" What things in school do you do poo~ly? 
12., What things out~dde of school do you do poorly? 
1}3~ \Vhat subjeeta would you like to t ake in junior high? senior high? Why? 
l+o \Vhat subjects do you hope you will not have to take tn junior hi&~? 
senior high? Why? 
15. How many ways of making a livine are there in tho United States aloneY 
16., Wl'lnt occupa:tlons have disa.ppeaz .. ed in the lo.st fifty years? 
17 ~· ~1fnat oceupe."tions. have developed in the last ten years? 
18~ Wha:jj is an apprentice? 
19 ,, What is a scholarship? 
20., vr.a.at :ts speciallzation? 
21 , rJb.at is piecewo.a::~k? 
22,, Shm7 how haud skill is otill necessary in model"l'l industry~ 
23c. Make a lis·t of famous men whose careers developed :t"rom hobbies 
o!1' leisurJe-time interes·i;s in youth 
2h..,List all of the vocations you can think of which require prof'ieiene~· 
in your favorite school subjocti!J 
25 <> Oon.sul t the wm.l'iJ.,ad section ot the local ne\7Spapers.. Cut out three 
in which you are interestedo 
26v List all tha educational institutions 1n Worces r hieh train boys 
and gizbls .f'or future careers ... 
Junio~ High Senior lligh Colleges 
27~ Us ing the ehart on the next page, examine yourself carefUlly and 
honestlyv 
.... 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
PART I 
(2) 
(10) 
(3) 
(6) 
(8} 
(1) 
(9} 
(4) 
(7) 
(5) 
incandescent lights 
pianos 
hoop skirts 
suspension bridges 
telephones 
street car cables 
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APPENDIX C 
Key to Teat 
PART II 
True False 
l. X 
2. X 
3. X 
4. X 
5. X 
6. X 
7. X 
8. X 
9. X 
1o.x 
PART IV 
1. Bessemer 
process 
steel 
2. steel rails 
3. air brakes 
I PART III 
5 
3 
1 
7 
2 
6 
1. carpet looms 
2. rugs 
3. paper 
4. leather 
5. textiles 
6. shoes 
PART v 
1. 0 
2. d 
3. b 
4. a 
5. d 
6. a 
7. c 
8. d 
9. b 
10. c 
a. privilege 
b. responsibility 
c. work 
d. needs 
e. wants 
f. pleasure 
g. satisfaction 
h. know 
i. footsteps 
j. profession or 
careers 
vocations 
work 
k. admire 
1. easily 
m. magazines 
Key to Teet 
(Continued) 
PART VI 
Yea No 
1. X 
2. X 
3. X 
4. X 
5. X 
6. X 
7. X 
8. X 
9. X 
10. X 
PART VIII 
n. books 
o. newspapers 
P• unoertain 
q. seriously 
r. drift 
s. distasteful 
t. discouraging 
u. 20,000 
v. ways 
w. living 
x. progress 
y. new 
z. old 
PART VII 
2 
9 
1 
3 
5 
10 
6 
8 
4 
7 
aa. general 
bb. vocations or 
careers 
co. abilities 
dd. workmanship or 
work 
ee. specialists 
ff. workers 
gg. plan or prepare 
hh. Senior High 
School 
ii. Junior High 
School 
jj. Trade High Schoo] 
kk. prepare 
11. careers 
vocations 
profession or 
work 
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